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This repo rt dese ribes the deve lopm!'!nt. cali bJ;'Bt ion and 
use of a quantitative. predictive management model for the 
groundwater in the Utah portion of the Cache Valley in northern 
Utah. The quasi-three-dimensional finite difference computer 
model was adapted from the u.s. Geological Survey's TJ:'escott and 
Larson mode 1 and simulates the groundwater levels and fl OWB in 
the gt'ollndW'at.~t basin. The variab Ie s'Pa~ing gl"id systew is 23 
nodes x 38 x 2 and represents the complex natural system by a 
simpler approximation with one unconfined and one confined 
aquife r and the. appropriate bounds ry and iai t ial cond it ions. 
River nodes, spring nodes. and constant head nodes were developed 
to simulate the real interactions of the aquifers with streams, 
springs, and reservoirs. EvapotranspiJ:'ation from the land 
surface is also represented by t he program. The program. was 
calibrated by adjusting the model pal':'ameteJ:'s such e.s transmis-
sivity) storativity) teakance. I:'iver nodes) spring nodes) etc. 
until the predicted values of head and flow wet'e nearly the same 
as the observed conditions. Calibration was done in two stages: 
first a steady-state comparison with 1969 conditions and tben a 
transient-state comparison with the water level change maps of 
1969 to 1972. The calibrated model w~s then eKercised to predict 
the grouo.dwater 5YS tem response to various assumed scenarios of 
groundwate~ recharge and draft. Thus the model pt'ovides a cool 
to guide future groundwater developmenr:: and management towards 
the best alternatives. 
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Groundwa ter is po tent ially .a maj or 
source of water supply in Cache Valley, 
Utah and Idaho; but p~esently it is only 
lightl y ut iUzed. MostLy su~face water 
has been used in the past, but as the 
demand for _water is increased by a 
rapidly expanding population, more 
industries, and increased irrigation, 
the groundwater resource -will be more 
fully developed. For planning and 
management during this development 
period, knowledge of the groundwater 
systems must be expanded. 
Numerical modeling provides a 
quantitative tooL for groundwater 
management applications. It helps 
structure our understanding of ground-
water systems and can be used in study-
ing groundwater problems. A model 
mathematically describes aquifer 
behavior and is used to simulate aquifer 
response to various well locations and 
pumping rates. The methods and tools 
presented in this study are applicable 
to similar groundwater problems in other 
locations of Utah and elsewhere. 
This report desc ribes application 
of a quasi-three-dimensional finite-
difference computer model to simulate 
the groundwater levels and flows in the 
1 
Utah portion of the Cache Valley, a 
major groundwater basin in Utah. 
Cache Valley vas selected for the study 
because an operational groundwater model 
is needed during the developmental 
period to help state officials evaluate 
proposed withdrawals from the ground--
water basin ss well as possible recharge 
methods and other management schemes. 
FrCl1ll informatio.n obtained by modeling, 
development c an be guided. towards more 
eomplete and economic utilization of 
groundt.rater in conjunct ion with sur face 
water resources. 
The computer program used is the 
U.S. Geological Survey's Trescott 
snd La~son Model 0975, 1976). Some 
modifications were made to this pre-
gram in order to adapt the model to 
the groundwater conditions in Cache 
Valley. 
Due to funding limitations and lack 
of participation by Idaho agencies, this 
model study includes only the Utah 
portion of Cache Valley. The northern 
boundary of the area modeled is at the 
Utah-Idaho state line. but boundary 
cond it ions were generated to represent 
the groundwater inflow from Idaho into 
Utah. 

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS IN CACHE VALLEY IN UTAH 
Cache Valley is a north-south 
oriented structural valley in north-
eastern Utah and southeastern Idaho 
(Figure 1). Cache Valley is surrounded 
by mountains which consist of the Bear 
River Range on the east. the Bannock, 
Malad, and Wasatch Ranges on the west. 
the Portneuf Range on the north, and 
South Hills on the south. The valley 
floor. which ranges in altitude from 
about 4.400 to 5.400 feet above mean sea 
level, is approximately 60 miles long 
an~ mO!ltly 8 to 16 miles wide. Of the 
approximately 660 square miles in the 
valley. about 365 are in Utah and 295 
are in Idaho. The floor is a low fl at 
plain bordered by gentle alluvial 
slopes. terraces. Bnd deltas left by 
ancient Lake Bonneville. and alluvial 
fans (Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). The 
Cache Valley drainage basin, a segment 
of the Bear River Basin, includes 
approximately 1.840 square miles. with 
abollt 1.180 in Ut ah and 660 in Id aha. 
mostly of mountainous terrain. 
Geology 
Cache Valley is bounded by north-
striking, high angle normal faults and 
is composed a f down thrown faul t blocks 
c Dve red by depos its of Cenozo ic. age. In 
parts of the valley, the maximum verti-
cal displacement of the fault blocks 
probably exceeds 10,000 feet. A gravity 
survey of Cache Valley indicates a 
maximum thickness of Cenozo ic rocks of 
about 8. 000 feet. The bed rock of the 
Cache Valley watershed consists of 
Precambrian. Paleozoic. and Tertiary 
roc k s 0 f I im est one and dolo mit e , 
shale, sandstone and conglomerate, 
quartzite and phyllite. and volcanic 
tuff (Bjorklund and -McGreevy 1971 and 
Beer 1967). 
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Cache Valley was a bay of ancient 
Lake Bonneville during a part of Pleis-
tocene time. The name "Lake Bonnevi lIe" 
is given to the lake that occupied the 
basin during the last major glacial 
state, the Wisconsin. which began about 
75,000 years ago (Bjorklund and McGreevy 
1971). The valley fill deposits include 
unconsolidated quaternary. clast ic 
sediments of gravel. sand. silt. and 
clay. which were derived from the 
surrounding watershed. and precipitates 
accumulated in former Lake Bonneville. 
The pre-Lake Bonneville. Lake Bonne-
ville. and post-Lake Bonneville group of 
sediments of the Quaternary age form the 
Cache Va Uey fi 11. (See the geo logic 
map and section on Plate 4 of Bjorklund 
and McGreevy 1971. ) The alluvial fan 
gravels of the pre-Lake Bonnev ille 
depOsits are exposed along the foothills 
on both east and west sides of the 
valley. particularly at the mouth of 
Blacksmith Fork and Logan Canyons. The 
Lake Bonneville group is divided into 
the Alpine. Bonneville. and Provo 
formations. Each represents deposits of 
Lake Bonneville at different stages, 
consisting of lacustrine gravel, sand. 
silt Bnd clay, that are exposed exten-
sively throughout the valley floor. The 
Provo formation includes an older gravel 
and-sand member, and a younger silt and 
clay member. The gravel and sand member 
forms many deltas, bars. and spits. 
These deltas form important groundwater 
recharge zones in Cache Valley. The 
post-Lake Bonneville deposits consist of 
slope wash and flood-plain alluvium. 
and high-level alluvial fan gravels 
deposited along the mountain fronts. and 
overlie the silt and clay member of the 
Provo fo Ollat io n. Ih e sandy fl ood -p tain 
alluvium is exposed along the maj Dr 
streams of the valley, particularly the 
IDAHO ~- ------UTAH ---
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Figure 1. Location of Cache Valley, Utah and Idaho, and the Cache Valley drainage 
basin (from Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
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Bear, Cub, Little Bear, and Logan 
Rivers. The slope wash is exposed 
on the vest side of the valley near 
Trenton, and along the south flank 
of the valley near Wellsville and 
consists of silts and sands (Beer 1967). 
Two referenced reports by Wi lliams 
(1958, 1962) give more geologic details 
about Cache Valley. 
In Cache Valley. deposits related 
to Lake Bonneville and earlier lakes 
play an Unportant role in the occurrence 
of groundwater and the many related 
topographic features affect the occur-
rence and movem~Dt of groundwater. 
Hydrology and Climatology 
The best sources of groundwater in 
Cache Valley are from the unconsolidated 
depos its. Same locat ions have a water 
table and others artes~an conditions. 
The general relation of confined) 
unconfined) and perched groundwater in 
Cache Valley is illustrated in Figure 2. 
The diagram directly represents condi-
tions near Lagan. Utah, and generally 
applies to the entire valley (Bjorklund 
and McGreevy 1971). 
Confined groundwater underlies more 
than 200 square miles in Cache Valley 
and occurs in those loca-tions where 
permeable water-bearing aquifers of sand 
and gravel are overlain by relatively 
impermeable beds of lake-bottom clay and 
silt. Within about 130 square miles of 
the area) the artesian pressure is great 
enough to force water above the land 
sur fac e, causing we 11s to flow. Only a 
few square miles of this area are 
in Idaho. maS t are located in Utah 
(-Bjorkland and McGreevy 1971, plate 
3). The confining beds retard upward 
movement of the water and maintain it 
under artes ian pressure caused by the 
higher elevations of the recharge areas 
along the sides of the valley. The 
co nfini ng beds are part ia lly pe rme ab Ie. 
however, and the groundwater must be 
modeled as occurring under leaky-aquifer 
conditions. 
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Along the mountain fronts near the 
margins of Cache Valley, the groundwater 
is unconfined along a narrow strip where 
the confining beds that overlie the 
principal aquifers are discontinuous or 
absent. The boundary of the confining 
layer is generally gradational rather 
than abrupt. 
10" most of the area of flowing 
~lls. a water table in an aquifer above 
the confining layer is near the land 
surface. The ahape and the slope of the 
water table is generally about the same 
as that of the land sur-face. Loca~l 
perched groundwater bodies are also 
common in many pa rt s of Cache Vall ey. 
Th ey deve lop above t he main wa ter tab Ie 
Where beds of clay or other materials- ~ 
low permeability intercept water 
percolating downward (see Figure 2). 
Some of the perched groundwater bodies 
are seasonal and poorly defined. Their 
water is generally not tapped by wells, 
but perched water is often encountered 
when drilling wells on the alluvial 
slopes .and fans and in excavations for 
construction (Bjorklund and McGreevy 
1971) . 
The well-defined seasons (warm and 
~t springs, wa~ and dry summers, cool 
and ~t autumns, cold and damp winters). 
large daily temperature ch~nges, and 
moderate precipitation are character-
istics of the climate of the Cache 
Valley. The growing season ordinarily 
lasts about 150 days from May through 
September. Snow usually covers the 
valley fl oor during December J January, 
and February. The valley normally 
receives 10 to 20 inches 0 f prec ipi ta-
tion annually, and 20 to 50 inches fall 
in the mountainous area surrounding the 
valley. The runoff I.1sually has its 
maximum. volt.ane during Mayor June and 
results mostly from melting snow which 
accumulated during the winter on the 
surrounding mountains (Bjorklund and 
McGreevy 1971 and Beer 1967). 
Groundwater Budget Analysis 
Over any finite period of time. 
the quantity of water entering Cache 
EXPlANATION 
~ 
Zone of clay or sflt having 
low permeabil ity 
+--
Direction of ground-water 
movement 
---Spring 
liD T TD seUE 
Figure 2. Relation of confined, unconfined, and perched groundwater Ln Cache Valley 
(from Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
Valley is equal to the quantity leaving 
the valley plus or minus the change in 
storage within the valley. Since much 
of the groundwater reservoir in Cache 
Valley is overflowing, and the change in 
groundwater storage over the years has 
been small or negligible, the total 
recharge in Cache Valley is about 
equal to the total discharge and is 
estimated to be about 280,000 acre-feet 
per year (Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
The Utah portion, estimated from the 
model calibration of this project., is 
about 170,000 acre-feet annually. Items 
of inflow and outflow of groundwater 
are given in Table 1. Deep subsurface 
outflow from Cache Valley is negligible. 
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Groundwater Conditions by Areas 
Bjorkl und and McGreevy (1971) used 
land use data (see their plate 4) along 
wi. th geologic and hyd rologic condit ions 
to subdivide Cache Valley into II 
principal areas of generally similar 
groundwater conditions as shown in their 
Fi g u rei 3 . S eve n oft h 0 sea rea s 
are within the model region as shown in 
Figure 3. The boundaries are not 
sharply distinct, and the areas blend 
into each other. The dotted lines which 
delimi t the areas are not lines 0 f 
separation but approximations of where 
general condi tions change. Outs ide 0 f 
these areas, groundwater occurs locally 
Table 1. Groundwater budget analysis. Cache Valley. Utah. 
Recharge 
Seepage from Irrigation System 
Subsurface Inflow 
Seepage from Streams and 
Infiltration of Rainfall 
Total 
Discharge 
Pumpage (from Wells) 
Evapotranspiration 
Accretion of Groundwater to Streams 
Rivers and Springs 
Total 
Utah & Idaho (USGS) 

















*From. Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971); other amounts are estimated from the 
groundwater modeling in this study. 
in slope wash and alluvium, in sandstone 
and conglomerate of the Salt Lake 
formation, and in fracture and solution 
openings in older rocks. 
The above information on areas of 
siu:ilar groundwater conditions was 
helpful at an early stage of the study 
in set ting up the s imul adon mode land 
est ima ting some parameters. especially 
for the values of transmissivity and 
hydraulic conductivity of different 
aqui .fer sys terns. Brief desc ript ions of 
the areas of similar groundwater 
conditions in Cache Valley in Utah are 
excerpted from Bjorklund" and McGreevy 
(1971) and given below. 
Smithfield-Ryruro-Wellsville area 
Coarse fan and delta deposits of 
Summit Creek. Logan River. Blacksmith 
Fork, and Little Bear River coalesce to 
form this complex aquifer system in the 
Smithfield-Hyruro-Wellsville area in Utah 
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(area 1, Figure 3). This aquifer system 
is the largest and most productive in 
Cache Valley and is an overflowing 
groundwater basin where the shallow 
water tab Ie is so high that groundwater 
flows from many seeps and springs into 
the surface water streams. The system 
is very pe~eable, and the transmis-
sivity ranges from 10,000 to 330,000 
ftl per day. Both confined and un-
confined aquifers are present. 
Little Bear River area 
south of Hyrum 
This unconfined aquifer system 
extends southward from Hyrum along 
the flood-plain and terraces of the 
Little Bear River (area 2, Figure 3). 
The g roundwa ter rec h arge is mos t I y by 
seepage from streams and canals and 
from irrigation. The thin aquifer is 
very permeable and the estimated 
transmissivities are up to about 15,000 
ft 2 per day. 
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Figure 3. Map showing groundwater areas 1n the Cache Valley, Utah model. 
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Wellsville to Newton area 
Groundwa ter cond i tions are poorly 
known in this area wh ich lies a long the 
west side of Cache Valley from southeast 
of We llsvi 11e to near Ne .... ton (area 3. 
Figure 3). Groundwater is both confined 
a nei. un can fin e d • Th e f ill i s pre-
dominantly low permeability and fine 
grained, but it includes some permeable 
sands and gravels. 
Lower Little Bear River-
Benson-the Barrens area 
This area is in the central part of 
Cache Valley along the lower part of the 
Little Bear river and near Benson and 
the Da trens (area 4, Figure 3). The 
Quaternary deposits are predominantly 
clay and silt but have thin beds of sand 
and fine gravel that cont Olin confined 
groundwater. In most of this area, 
artesian pressures are high, and heads as 
much as 62 feet above tl'!e land surface 
have been measured. The hydraulic 
connection between the water-producing 
beds is poor. 
Cub River subvalley area 
This aquifer system extends along 
the Cub R i v e r from n ear F ran k lin 
to a few mil es sou tho f Ric hmond (area 
5. Figure 3). The groundwater is 
mostly confined ahd some wells flow. 
Transmissivities probably range from 
9 
about 1,000 to 4,000 ft2 per day in 
most of the area. The gravel deposit:s 
of the Cherry Creek and High Creek 
alluvial fans are thicker. and their 
t:ransmissivities are higher. 
Fairview-Lewiston-Trenton area 
The reworked sand and silt de-
posited from near Fairvi~w to Cutler 
Reservoir, as the Bear River eroded into 
its delta near Preston, formed this 
principal water-bearing material in the 
area from near Fairview and Lewiston to 
ne arT r en ton (a rea 6. Fig u r e 3). 
Groundwater is unconfined and is near 
the land surface. The transmissivity is 
probab I y less than 1,000 f t 2 per day. 
Potentially productive aquifers may lie 
beneath the delta deposits in the older 
deposits, but they have not been ex-
plored east of the present Bear River 
channel. 
Weston Creek subvalley area 
This is one of the major aquifer 
systems in the Idaho part of Cache 
Valley (area 7, Figure 3). and a small 
port ion extends into Utah. The g rO'Jnd-
wa ter is both confined and unconfined. 
The transmissivity is estimated to be 
about 30,000 ft 2 per day in the area 
southeast of Weston. The proport ion of 
permeable water-bearing materials 




A groundwater model represents the 
heads. floW's. and hydraulic losses 
in a geologic environment with equations 
conta ini ng hyd ro 1 ogi c and byd rau 1 ic 
parameters. Comp .... ter: :3olut.ioo is used 
to simulate the response of the ground-
wat.er system to natural conditions 
and human development. 
Flow in a porous saturated medium. 
in three dimensions may be expressed by 
the partial differential equation 
a (K ah) + l- (K 8h) + ~ (K 8h) 
ax xx ax 3y yy oy OZ zz az 
where b is the hydraul ic hea.d [LJ at 
time. t) Kxx. Kvy • Kzz are the principal 
components of the hydraul ic conduc tivity 
tensor aligned with the coordinate axes 
[L/t], Ss is the specific storage 
[l/L]. x. Y. z are the coordinate 
directions [L]. and w(x.y,z.t) is a 
source term for inflow or wi thd rawal per 
unit volume of an aquifer. In most 
cases. analytical solutioa is not 
possible for Equa tion 1. However. a 
variety of numerical techniques have 
been developed for use "n th high-s peed 
digital computers to approximate solu-
tions of partial differential equations. 
These methods have greatly enhanced 
capabilities for modeling groundwater 
flow. The comput er program appl ied in 
this study uses finite-difference 
approximations to solve Equation 1. 
Computer Program 
The finite-difference and finite-
element methods are the two major 
numerical techniques used to obtain 
approximate solutions. Most of t.he 
available groundwater model computer 
codes are based on one of these two 
methods, 
Because numerous groundwater 
computer programs are available today, 
the first question in beginning a study 
is, IIWb ie hone shaul d- be used? II Co n-
siderable effort was spent to find a 
general program which could be easily 
adapted to portray the Cache Valley 
groundwater systems. Because of the 
complex geologic situation in Cache 
Valley. a three-dimensional model is 
prefer~ed. TWo tested three-dimensional 
models were available when the study 
began; one frOltl USGS using the finite-
di ffe rene e me thad (Tr esco t t 1975 and 
Treseot t and l.arson 1976), and the other 
from the University of California, 
Davis _ using t he finite-element me thad 
(Gupta et al. 1975). 
The finite-element method re-
produces the complex geometry uf ground-
waLer aquifers more conveniently and 
more accurately. Often it requires 
fewer nodal points to represent the 
discretized aquifer to the same level 
of accuracy) thus cu'tting down on 
storage, execution and input/output 
costs (Townley and Wilson 1980). 
However, when this project began, the 
finite-element computer codes were in 
somewha t earl y stages of d eve 1 opme nt . 
Further work on accuracy, nume-rical 
stabilit.y and convergence properties, 
and its consistency with the physical 
system was needed. On the other hand, 
the finitt!-difft!rence program from the 
USGS was we II-document ed and e as i 1 y 
available to the user. Most important, 
this code has been widely used and 
continuoqsly improved to accommodate 
various computer systems. After com-
paring t he two, it was decided to use 
the codes from USGS which are based on 
the finite-difference method. 
The USGS computer- program as 
documented by Trescott (1975) and 
Trescott and Larson (1.976) permits the 
use of variable grid spacing and uses 
the strongly implicit procedure (SIP) to 
solve simultaneously the set of equa-
tions which results from the finite 
difference equation at each grid point 
in the context of the appropriate 
boundary and initial conditions over the 
region of interest. The porous medium 
in which the flow is to be simulated may 
be heterogeneous and anisotropic and 
have irregular boundaries. One or more 
layers of nodes can be used to simulate 
each hydrogeologic unit. The uppermost 
hydrologic unit may have-a free surface. 
Stress on the system may be in the form 
of we 11 discharge (or recharge) and 
rec harge from prec i pi tat io n. Ch ang es 
were made in the program to adapt it for 
use in the Cache Valley model. For 
exampl e, rive r nodes and s pr ing nodes 
were developed to represent the actual 
rivers and springs and evapotranspira-
tion simulation was programmed for use 
in appropriate areas of the model. 
Later on the 1983 vers ion of the 
th ree-dimens io na 1 fi ni te-d i f fe rence 
groundwater simulation program was 
obtained from the USGS. In this im-
proved version the programming has been 
modified to give increased capability 
and to be easier to understand. Because 
of the very large amount of input data 
needed for groundwater· simulation, the 
USGS streamlined the method to handle 
the input data. Input to the program is 
speci fied in independent files. one 
basic package with 12 major options. 
For" exampl e : recharge. rivers, drains, 
and evapotranspiration are major options 
hand led by separate pac kages (McDonald 
1982). Each option has its own input 
fi Ie. A given iil e is needed only if 
the corresponding major option is going 
to be used and -1.S spec ified by the 
user. 
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The Drain package and River package 
of the 1983 USGS model perform the same 
func t ion as the s pr ing nod es and river 
nodes adapted by the project for use in 
the Cache Valley model. The evapotran-
spiration package of the USGS model 
defines a linear relationship between 
the evapotranspiration rate and the 
depth below the land surface just as is 
used in the Cache Valley model (see 
Figure 12). Two additional solution 
packages for Equation 1 are included 
besides the SIP package of the earlier 
vers io ns • Th e SSOR package llse s the 
sliced-successive overrelaxation method. 
The DE4 package, uses a direct solution 
method J but c an only be used for two-
dimensional models (one aquifer layer). 
thus. the new version of the program has 
improvements that make it easier and 
faster to use and make its basic 
capabilities much the same as used in 
the Cache Valley model. 
The large number of arithmetic 
calculations and the excessive com-
puter storage required for-numerical 
solution of the three-dimensional 
groundwater "flow equations of mul t iple 
aquifer systems usually precludes 
solving the equations in three dimen-
sions. To adequa tely represent tran-
sient flow in mul tiple layers, each 
layer must be represented by a number 
of nodes. This greatly increases 
the number of nodes used to repre-
sent the system as well as the computer 
time required for solution. When the 
hydrologic system can be represented 
by aquifers in which flow is assumed 
to be anI y hori zo nt al be t we en c on-
fining layers in which flow is assumed 
to be only vertical, the fully three-
dimensional problem is reduced to a 
quasi three-dimensional problem by 
eliminat ing the layers 0 f nodes repre-
sent ing t he confining beds. One can 
then solve the two-dimensional equations 
for each aquifer with the aquifers being 
coupl ed through the ir vert ic al 1 eakage 
(Bredehoeft and Pinder 1970) _ In the 
Cache Valley model J each hyd rolagic 
unit is represented by one layer of 
nodes. For this approach, Equation 1 is 
nul tiplied by b. the thickness of the 
unit, becomes 
a (T <3h) + .!....(T ~ + b ~(K ah) 
ax xx ax ay yy ay az zz az 
lot!. ere 
ah ~ s at + bw(x,y,z,t) (2) 
are transmissivity tensor 
s is the storage coefficient 
[dimensionless) 
For a quasi three-dimensional 
model, the third term in Equation 2 
is repl ac ed by the f10w through the 
confining layer into or out of the 




K is the hydraul ic conduc tivity of 
the confining layer {L/tl 
L is the thickness of the confining 
layer [Ll 
h is the hydraulic head 1n aquifer 
[LJ 
k is the index in the z direction 
This quasi three-dimensional model 
m1n1mize s the computer-memory required 
Ear the simulation. 
Selection of Model Grid System 
The construction of the grid system 
for the model required considerable 
effort because of the complex geologic 
conditions in Cache Valley. As a first 
step in gaining understanding of the 
groundwater and subsurface geology, a 
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"peg tl model of the basin was constructed 
on the assembled 1:25~OOO topographic 
maps utilizing the best well logs from 
the files of the Logan District Office 
of the Utah Water Rights Division and 
from the selected hydrologic data 
reported by McGreevy and Bjorklund 
(1970) for Cache Valley. Each peg 
represented one well with information on 
~ll depth, well yield, water level, and 
stratigraphic information. Additional 
info~ation on geohydrologic sections in 
Cache Valley, Utah and Idaho, came from 
a USGS-open file report (McGreevy and 
Bjorklund 1971). Finally some valuable 
assistance came through consultations 
with Dr. J. SteYart Williams, a retired 
geologist. of Logan, Utah. 
Data are insufficient for complete 
definition of the aquifer sysrem with 
all the individual hydrogeologic units. 
weal artesian aquifers do not persist 
laterally, and for all pract:ical pur-
poses cannot be separated. The most 
efficient and reasonable modeling 
approach is to combine several hyd ro-
geologic units into a larger unit with 
e~uivalent overall storage properties. 
Thus. for the model, the groundwater 
system was divided into an artesian 
aquifer overlain by a confining bed, 
which in turn was overlain by an un-
confined water-table aquifer. 
The grid used to model the aqui fer 
is shown in Figure 4. A block-centered, 
finite-difference grid with variable 
grid spacing was used. The grid con-
sisted of 23 rows and 39 columns, Or 897 
nodes fa r one aqui fer layer. The grid 
spacing ranged from 0.5 mile to 2 miles 
on a side. Since the quasi three-
dimens io nal approach e1. iminat es the 
layer of nodes representing the con-
fining bed, two layers of nodes were 
used. one represents the confined and 
the other the unconfined aquifer. 
In designing the grid system, 
smaller (or shorted grid spacings 
were used in areas where a large number 
of we lis are located, the hyd raul ie 
gradient is steep, or the transmissivity 
T 12N. 
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Figure 4. Model grid system and boundaries-
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or hydraulic conductivity varies greatly 
over shoet dis~ances. A restriction on 
the spacing ratio Xj!Xj-l ~ 1.5 between 
any two adjacent grids was followed in 
order to reduce truncation erTors and 
resulting convergence problems. The 
grid system was not changed during the 
cal ibrat ion. 
Parameters 
Required input data were obtained 
by collection and interpretation from 
historical data, field measurement s. 
reasonable assumptions and estimations. 
and by varying values during calibration 
until a best-fit condition was obtained. 
Some parameters, such as the type of 
model, grid system, initial water 
levels, ground surface elevations, 
bottom elevations of water table unit, 
and boundary conditions, wece set before 
the model was constructed and were not 
varied. Other parameters were changed 
during calibration. These were trans-
missivity, hydraulic conductivity 
(unconfined aquifer), storage coeffi-
c ient J r ec harge, 1 eakanc e (the res is-
tance to vertical flow in the confining 
bed), maximUIJI evapo transpiration rate, 
river node coefficients and spring node 
coeffic ients. 
The values for some parameter 
matrices were obtained by overlaying the 
grid on a map of plotted p;1rameter 
values. For example, the initial head 
matrix was obtained by overlaying the 
gdd on a map of the initial potentio-
metric surface and determining the head 
value at each node. The ground surface 
elevations, river node elevations, and 
spring node elevations were obtained 
from 1:25,000 topographic maps by using 
the same procedure. Detailed descrip-
tion of how these parameters were 
obtained are presented in later sec-
tions. 
Boundary conditions and recharges 
The lDodel can represent two kinds 
of boundaries: constant head and 
constant flux. Zero- fl ux boundaries, 
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where nodes have zero transmissivity 
(hydraulic conductivity). are set along 
the entire border of each layer of the 
model as a computational expediency; and 
consequently, the flux across the OLJter 
border is zero. Non-zero constant head 
or constant flux boundaries are then 
placed just inside this border at 
selected points to represent inflows and 
outflows. Cutler Reservoir and Hyrum 
Reservoir are represented by constant 
head nodes using the local normal depths 
of the reservoirs as heads. The river 
channels of the Bear River and the Cub 
River upstream from their junction to 
the Idaho-Utah state line are .also 
represented by constant head nodes. In 
this area these channels are cut deeply 
into the anc ient 1 akebed sed iment sand 
the cons tant head nod es represent the 
natural conditions better than would 
river nodes, and also separate the two 
ad j ace n t but i n d e pen den t s hal low. 
unc on fined aqui fe rs • Th is r epres en t a-
t ion is adeqlJate so long as the water 
levels in the r1vers do not change 
greatly during the year. 
In Cache Valley, the prine ipal 
recharge areas are along the margins 
of the valley and are underlain by 
permeable unconsolidated macerials 
including beds of gravel and san.d. 
Runoff infiltrates where che streams 
flow from the canyons onto coarse-
grained deposits to recharge the under-
lying groundwater reservoir. Most of 
the recharge is from perennial streams 
that provide a constant source, but some 
water is contrib~ted by intermittent and 
ephellteral streams as well as by direc r; 
rainfall and sno~elt along the mountaio 
front. Recharge fTom irrigation water 
comes from the seepage under irrigation 
canals and ditches and from irrigated 
land. Most of the recharge takes place 
along the edges of the valley where 
water infiltrates most readily and where 
much irrigation water is applied. 
Recharge occurS also by water moving 
directly into the aquifers frOtr'l rocks 
in the adj acent mountains as sub sur he e 
inflow (Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
Recharge from the mountains and other 
sources along the edge of the valley 
were treated as constant finite-flux 
boundaries and recharge "wells" were 
placed just inside the no-flow boundary 
at nodes where the recharge is assumed 
to take place (see Figure 5). In the 
lower parts of the valley I some infil-
tration reaches the shallow unconfined 
aquifers. but infiltrated water does not 
reach the confined aqui fe rs b ec aus e of 
the upwa rd art es ian grad ien t. The 
northern boundary of the area covered by 
the model is the Utah-Idaho state line. 
According to Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971 
about 4.000 acre-feet of groundwater 
moves annually from Idaho into Utah. 
This includes 3 1 000 acre-feet in the 
area west of Bear River near Weston. 
Idaho and 1,000 acre-feet in the Cub 
River subvalley mostly east of Cub 
River. Recharge we lIs we re ass igned at 
nodes in those areas to simulate the 
flows. 
The amount of water initially 
assigned to a recharge we 11 was c alcu-
lated by the equation: 
where 
Recharge = T x L x H x 365 
x conversion factor dependent 
on recharge units (4) 
T is transmissivity [ft 2 per day] 
L is width of the grid cell [ft] 
H is the hydraulic gradient [ft per 
ft] 
and reasonable estimates were made for 
the parameters from hyd rologic and 
hydrogeologic data. These recharge 
estimates were then adjusted by trial-
and-error during calibration. 
The bottom of the confined aquifer 
is assumed to be impermeable to simulate 
the neg ligib Ie sub sur fac e out flow from 
Cache Valley. 
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Initial water levels for the 
confined aquifer 
In the model, many hydrogeologic 
units are combined into a single 
layer confined aqui fe r wi th equivalent 
sto rage propert ies. The po tentiomet ric 
head of the hypothetical -combined 
confined aquifer represents an average 
for the act oal aqui fer sys tem. 
The potent iome tric surface contour 
map of March 1969 from plate 4 in 
Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971) is the 
most complete water level contour 
map of the entire model area available 
for calibration. An apparent anomaly I 
in the form of a mound on the potentio-
metric surface in the middle of Cache 
Valley about 5 miles northwest of Logan, 
probably results from differences in 
artesian pressure in wells of different 
depths. Wells in the vicinity of the 
mound tap sand and gravel artesian 
aquifers at depths ranging from 480 to 
760 feet below land surface, whereas 
wells in the surrounding area tap 
aquifers at much shallower depths 
(Bjorkl und and McGreevy 1971). Another 
shortcoming of this map is that it only 
shows the unconfined or perched water 
levels in two areas--the Little Bear 
River area s out h 0 f Hyrum and the area 
between the Bear River and the Cub River 
channel south of the Idaho-Utah state 
line. 
Because of the deficiencies of the 
map. adjustments were made based on 
interpretation of other data to produce 
the 1969 map shown in Figure 6. The 
geohydrologic sections related to the 
model area were examined from the open 
file report by McGreevy and Bjorklund 
(971). Water levels of t~ wells in 
the Bear River delta between the Bear 
River and the Cub River were measured 
wi t h the he 1 p 0 f M ike T urn ips e ed 
of the Div i s ion of Wa ter Righ t s • Logan 
of fi c e . All t he we 11 informa don from 
the Division of Water Rights and from 
available reports and measurements were 
carefully studied. The water levels 
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Figur e 6. The ob se rved pO cent iome tric sur f ac e contour map 0 f the confined aq ui fe r 
of March 1969 (based on Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
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have been taken from the wells which 
demonstrate consistency in depth and 
flow rate. Thus. the estimates of the 
potentiometric surface plotted on Figure 
6 were based on all the information 
available as adjusted by consideration 
of related data and reasonable judgment. 
A mode 1 grid sys tern map lIa s ove r-
laid on the modified piezometdc con-
tour map of Figure 6 and the piezometric 
head at each node was recorded to give 
the ioit ial we 11 water levels for the 
confined aquifer in the model. 
Initial water levels for the 
unconfined aquifer 
The geologie conditions in Cache 
Valley in Utah provided a basis for 
separating the unconfined groundwater 
aqui fer into three regions. The firs t 
region is the area east of Bear River J 
west of Cub River, and south of the 
state line. The deposits in this 
area are the reworked sand and silt as 
the Bear River eroded into its delta 
near Pres ton. In most of t he area. the 
sand and silt is apprmdmately 30 feet 
thick and c overs lake-bot tom clays that 
have very low permeability. Groundwater 
1.5 unconfined and is nea r the land 
sur face. The wa ter level contour map 
in this area is given on plate 4 in 
Bjorklund and McGreevy (1971). The 
starting head for the model at each node 
was estimated by overlying the model 
grid on the contour map. 
The water tab Ie is near the land 
surface in a second region that covers 
mas t of t he area wi th fl owing we 1110 in 
Cache Valley (see plate 3 in Bjorklund 
and Mc.Greevy 1971). This shallow 
aquifer is partly recharged by water 
seeping upward from the artesian aqui-
fers and partly by water seeping down-
wa rd from irrigat ion canal s, ditches, 
irrigated fields, and infiltrated 
rainfall. The aquifer is discharged by 
evapo transpi ration, i rrigat ion, springs, 
and natural and artificial drains. The 
shape and slope of r:: he wa t er tab Ie 1. n 
this second region is presumed to be 
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generally about the same as t he we tor 
damp land surface in the artesian 
areas (Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
The starting water table head for each 
nod e wa 5 est ima ted from the ground 
surface elevation. 
The third unconfined region 1.S the 
local perched groundwater zone south of 
Hyrum. This shallow water table is 
pe rc h ed i nth i n de po 5 its 0 f g r av e 1 
on laye rs of s itt 0 r int erbedded clay. 
The perched water table contour map 
shown on plate 4 in Bjorklund and 
McGreevy (1971) was adjusted to obtain 
initial head values. 
A water level contour map including 
the three different unconfined regions 
in March 1969 is shown on Figure 7. 
Nodes between the three unconfined 
aquifer regions are assigned as constant 
head nodes in the model and are shown as 
the dashed lines in Figure 7. 
Transmissivity of the confined aquifer 
The boundaries of the principal 
groundwater aquifer and of areas where 
groundwater conditions are generally 
s i rn i 1 a r ( Fig u r e 3 ) we reo utI i ned 
on a grid system base map. The major 
rivers and streams were also drawn on 
the same base map. Transmissivity 
values determined by pumping and re-
covery tests, as listed 1.n Leports 
or pub lications or in test records 
obtained from the Water Rights Division, 
were col lected and marked on the base 
map according to their locations. 
Start ing from those nodes where the 
tran~issivity values were already known 
frcm aquifer tests, estimates were made 
of the transmissivity values for the 
nearby areas. In general, transmis-
sivity values decreased frQtn the moun-
tains toward the valley floor, but 
higher values occurred along rivers and 
streams. 
The transmissivity values range 
between 330,000 and 1,000 ft 2 per day 
over the model area. The initial 
transmissivity estimates were varied 
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Figure 7. The observed water level contour map of the water-table aquifer for 
March 1969. 
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until the set of tranSnlissivities was 
obtained which minimized the difference 
between the simulated and observed 
potentiometric surfaces. Figure 8 shows 
the transmissivity contours of the 
confined aquifer as adjusted by calibra-
tion of the model. 
Hydraulic conductivity of the 
unconfined aquifer 
The geologic map of Cache Valley of 
Utah and Idaho shown on plate I in 
Bjorklund and McGreevy (971) delimit 
the different geologic units for the 
model region. The description of the 
composition and water-bearing properties 
of each geologic unit formation are. 
given in Tab Ie 4 in the same document. 
A g rid system base map was ave rlaid 
on the geologic map. and the initial 
values of hyd raul ie conduc t ivi ty we re 
then assigned to each node according to 
the aquifer properties. The calibration 
procedure was similar to that already 
desc ri bed fo r the conf ined aqui fer and 
values were in the range from 0.00005 to 
0.002 feet per second after adjustment 
by the cal ib rat ion. Th e hyd raul ic 
co nd u c t i v i t yeo n tau r map 0 f the un-
confined aquifers with interval value 
0.0002 is shown in Figure 9. 
Storage coefficient 
For steady-state aquifer condi-
tions. no changes occur with passing of 
time. To represent such cond itions 
during model calibration a storage 
cae ffic ient 0 f ze ro was set at all the 
nodes of all the layers to eliminate the 
time dependent term in Equation 1. In 
tran s ient-s tat e ca 1 ib rat ion, however, 
i nit i a 1 s tor age c 0 e f f i c i e n t s we r e 
assumed and then varied in order to 
improve the agreeme nt 0 f me asured wi t h 
calculated water levels. 
Generally for confined aquifers, 
the storage coefficient values range 
bet we en O. 00 1 and O. 0000 I, wh i 1 e in 
unconfined aquifers, the range 1S 0.5 
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to 0.05. In the Cache Valley the 
observed storage coeffic ient s for con-
fined aq ui fers cove r onl y part oft he 
expected range. The confined aqui fer 
storage coefficients were obtained by a 
proc edure s imil a r to est ima t e t ransmi s-
sivity values. The estimation process 
began by marking storage coefficient 
values from aquifer tests on a grid 
system base map. Storage coefficient 
values at nearby nodes were based on 
gea log ic and hyd ro 1 ogi c info nna t io n. 
The values of the storage coefficients 
so obtained for the confined aquifer 
range from 0.0001 to 0.0004. as shown in 
Figure 10. 
Since little information was 
available on storage coefficient values 
fo r t he unconfined aqui fers, an es t i-
mated initial value of 0.1 was used for 
each node iri the storage coefficient 
matrix. During the calibration no 
changes we re made in the unconfined 
aquifer storativity because the water 
levels are not sensitive to variation in 
the unconfined storage coefficients. 
Leakance 
Since horizontal flow 1n the 
confin ing bed was ig no red, the aqui fe r 
system was simulated as a quasi three-
dimensional model with resultant savings 
in computer time and storage. The 
confining beds were not represented by 
layers of nodes; instead, the flow 
through the confining bed was incor-
porated in the vertical components of 
hydraulic conductivity of the adjacent 
aquifers. In usual modeling prac-
tice where adequate leakance data are 
available, this is accomplished by 
computing the trial leakance (TK) values 
using Equation 5 and then inputing these 
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Figure 9. Hydraulic conductivity of the unconfined aquifer resulting from calibra-
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Kzz = vertic.al hydraulic conduc-
tivity for the confining 
bed [LIt] 
b = thickness of the confining 
bed [Ll 
Z = thickness of the aquifer 
[L] 
i, j, k '" nodal po int indices in x, 
Y. and z directions 
The leakance values are then equal 
to the ratio Kzz/b for each confining 
bed and leakance is defined as the 
vert ic al hyd raul ic conduc t iv i ty (ftl s) 
per unit thickness (ft) between layers 
of the madel. 
Since few data on leakance were 
available for Cache Valley, Equation 5 
could not be used to obtain trial 
leakance values. Instead the same 
initial value (1 x 10-10 ft/s"ec per ft) 
was assigned at all the nodes. Then 
the leakance was varied during the 
steady-state calibration to improve 
agreement between measured and calcu-
lated potentiometric surfaces. Leakance 
values strongly affected both the 
convergence to a solution and also the 
water level. This sensitivity of the 
model to the leakance values gave a good 
basis for adjustment of the leakance 
during calibrat ion. The final values 
resulting from the calibration ranged 
from 3.5 x 10-12 to 3.5 x 10-9 feet 
per second per foot and are tabulated in 
Appendix C. 
Bottom elevation of 
water table unit 
The thickness of the water table 
un it ranged from 3D feet to about 200 
feet depending on the different geologic 
units and locations (see Table 4 in 
Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). The 
thickness 1n the center of Cache Valley 
is about SO feet and increases toward 
the edges of t he va lley. To abc ain the 
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bottom elevation of the water table 
unit, the model grid system was plotted 
on the 1~251000 topographic map. The 
ground surface elevation for each node 
was determined from the contour lines. 
The water table aquifer thickness Was 
estimated from Bjorklund ad McGreevy 
(1971) based on other nearby geologic 
data. The bottom elevation of the water 
tab Ie un it for the each node was then 
calculated from the ground surface 
elevation by substracting the estimated 
thickness of the water table unit. 
River node leakage 
The total accret ion from ground-
water to streams is estimated to 
be abau t 140,000 ac re- fe et annuall y 
within the Cache Va.lley. Many streams 
or creeks originate at springs wi thin 
the valley, collect additional water 
from springs I seeps, and drains along 
the way. and flow to the Bear River or 
one of its tributaries. The principal 
rivers and creeks that originate outside 
the valley, gain flow within ~he 
va lley from springs and seep s a long 
their courses or from tributaries 
that origincte within the valley (Bjork-
lund and McGreevy 1971). 
The effects of the streams on the 
groundwater were simulated by the method 
described. by Prickett and Lonnquist 
0971, p. 33) using Darcy's lay. The 
method assumes that a pervious layer 
fa rms the bed of the stream and sepa-
rates the stream from the aquifer. 
Seepage from ehe stream to the aqui fer 
becomes constant when the water level in 
the aqui fe r falls below e he bot tom of 
the streambed. Under these assumptions, 
the rate of flow through the streambed 
per unic grid bl.ock area is calculated 
by the equation 
where 
'" RC * (RH-PHI) (6) 
QRriver is the infiltration rate of 
the stream into the aquifer 
(taken as positive when the 
flow is from the stream to 
the aqui fed [ftl sec] 
K is the hydraulic conduc-
tivity of the streambed 
[ft/secl 
b is the thicknes s of the 
streambed layer [ft] 
A is the area of the stream-
bed within the model cell 
[ ft 2 ] 
RH i s the e 1 eva t ion oft h e 
river surface eft] 
PHI is the head in the top 
layer aquifer or the 
elevation of the bottom of 
rive r bed, whichever is 
greater eft] 
RC is the river node c oeffi-
cieat, representing K*AI 
(b~Xj6Yi) and varied during 
the calibration [l/sec] 
The 75 river nodes in the model 
(Figure 11) are used to simulate inter-
action with the rivers including Bear 
River, Logan River, Bl acksmith Fork 
River, Li ttle Bear River, Spring Creek, 
Summit Creek, and High Creek. In these 
locations the infiltration rates depend 
on river stage and groundwater elevation 
as in Equation 6. River nodes only 
exist in areas with unconfined aquifers, 
and mostly occur in the cent ral valley 
floor. Where streams exit from. canyons 
and recharge the groundwater by infil-
tration directly into coarse beds near 
the mountains, conditions are better 
represented by constant finite flux 
nodes as explained earlier and summa-
ri zed in Fig ure 5. The river c hanne Is 
of Bear River and Cub River upstream of 
their junction are created as conseant 
head nodes inseead of river nodes in 
order to separate ehe cwo unconfined 
aquifers and to more realistically 
represent infiltraeion conditions in 
that area. 
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Spring nodes leakage 
In Cache Valley, many springs, 
seeps, and drains disc ha rge wa ter from 
the shallow unconfined aquifers. 
In the flowi ng we 11 areas, part of the 
discharge moves upward from the artesian 
aquifers into the shallow unconfined 
aquifer (Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). 
Spring nod.es were assigned in the 
model wherever one or more relaeively 
large spring was located within a grid. 
The flow rate per unit grid block of the 
spring node (ft 3 /sec) is simulated by 
QRspring : - FLD * (PHI - ELD) (7) 
where "_" sign represents water dis-
charge from the aquifers. 
FLD is a s pr ing nod e coef fie ient 
varied during the calibration [ft 2/sec]. 
PHI is the water head level of the 
unconfined aquifer [ftl. 
ELD is the altitude of the sprl.ng 
above mean sea l eve las determined 
from topographic maps or with a hand 
level where necessary [ftl. 
There are 21 spring nodes assigned 
10 the mode l (see Figure 11). Most of 
the springs are assigned the spring 
altitude and discharge in McGreevy and 
Bjorklund (1970). 
Evapotranspiration 
The annual evapotranspiration 
from the 22,440 acres of wee lands 
in Cache Valley in Utah is estimated 
to be about 63,000 acre-feet (Bjorklund 
and Me Greevy 197I). wll icll inc Iud es 
evaporation from the land surface 
and transpiration by phreatic vege-
tation. It occurs mostly in the ~et 
meadow lands in [he lower parts of 
the valley, where the poteneiometric 
surface of the groundwaeer reservoir is 
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Figure 11. Location of river nodes. spring nodes. and constant head nodes. 
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above the land surface (Bjorklund and 
McGreevy 1971). 
The three-dimensional computer 
simulation model optained from the USGS 
did not include evapotranspiration. In 
Cache Valley. evapotranspiration is an 
important groundwater loss. To better 
match the true situation, evapotran-
spiration was added to the model by 
mod i fic a t ion of the camp uter code. 
To avoid numerical difficulties or 
oscillations during convergence, evapo-
transpiration wa5 treated as a linear 
function of depth below the land surface 
(Figure 12) (Trescott et al. 1976) in 
the relationship: 
QET 
QET ) QET - ETDIST (Gi,j - Hi,j,k 
where 
RET' • k l.,J. 
QET 
ETDIST 




[ft]jsec per ft 2J 
rate 
a maximum evapotranspira-
tion rate [ft 3jsec per 
f1:2] 
;;< depth below ground sur-
face at which evapotran-
spiration ceases [ft] 
= ground surface elevation 
at node i,j [ftl 
= water level elevation at 
node i,Lk 
At present, there are totally about 
2,950 wells, including both flowing 
and pumpl.ng wells, in Cache Valley 
















DEPTH BELOW LANO SURFACE 
tG',rHi,J,k J 
Figure 12. The linear relationship be--
tween the evapotranspiration 
snd the depth below the land 
surface. 
for [Hi,j.~Gi,j] 
for [ETDIST)(Gi,j-Hi,j,k); Hi,j.k<Gi,j} 
for [ETDIST«Gi.j-Hi,j,k)J 
(8) 
of the Utah Water Rights Division). 
Detailed information on discharge, 
pumping durat ion. and drilling logs 
are not available for many of the 
wells, especially for smaller private 
wells. Without discharge data, it is 
impossible to sum the discharge from the 
wells within a grid cell for a node 
total. An approximace method for 
estimating well discharge by node was 
substituted. 
First, all the discharge wells 
in Cache Valley were classified as 
"large" or "small" wells according 
to whether the flow rate was greater 
than 350 gallons pe r minute. The large 
wells were identified and located 
individually on the grid system map. 
The number of small wells in each grid 
cell ( node) is tabul ated in Fig ur e 13. 
An annual mean discharge of small wells 
was estimated by subtracting from 
the total annual pumpage reported in 
"Groundwater Conditions in Utah" the 
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Figure 13. Total number of IIsmall" wells withitt each grid cell. 
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annual discharge from all the large 
wells and then dividing by the total 
number of small wells. The total 
pumpage for each cell was then taken 
a5 the product of mean small-well 
discharge, times the number of small 
wells, plus the discharge of the large 
wells within the cell. 
Most large irrigation and municipal 
wells are pumped at full capacity for 
3 months or less. usually starting when 
surface water supplies diminish in mid 
June, through August or September. Some 
of the large wells are used only in dry 
years. A d et ail ed review of e lee t ric 
power use records would be one way to 
reconstruct the pumpin~ history of large 
'We 11 s . From a personal communicat ion 
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with the Preston Office of the Utah 
Power and Light Company. it was learned 
that existing power company records 
summarize the total power usage from 
the pumping of both groundwater from 
well and surface water from rivers and 
canals. There is no way to identify 
groundwater pumping power separately 
except by detailed analysis of old 
records. 
Because the resources for such a 
study were not available. an alternative 
method was used to estimate larger 
well pumpage. Guided by the pumping 
histories of a few typical large wells, 
it is assumed that the large we 11s are 
pumped at rated flow rate during 4 hours 
each day for 5 months of the years. 
MODEL CALIBRATION 
The put'"j)ose of c. al ibrat ion l.S to 
mBt~h observed groundwater conditions 
with the simulation as closely as 
possible by adjusting the model para:m.-
eters within hyd rologically reasonable 
limits. The model is calibrated by 
repetitively running the computer 
program using available hydrogeologic 
da ta , noting differences b etwe en s imu-
lated and recorded conditions and 
varying selected model parameters to 
improve the match. If the model can be 
calibrated to reproduce historical field 
measurements, then one has greater 
confidence in its ability to predict 
what will happen to the groundwater 
under various assumed conditions in the 
future. 
Developing the Cache Valley model 
involved both a steady-state calibration 
and a transient-state calibration. 
First, under steady-state conditions 
starting from assumed March 1969 heads, 
the model parameters were adjusted so 
that the iterative so lut ion c los ely 
mat:ched the potentiometric surface of 
March 1969 in .Figures 5 and 7. The 
transient-state calibration includes two 
steps: first. a simulation to reproduce 
the potentiometric surface of March 1969 
after adding the non-zero storage 
coefficient values to the parameters 
determined from the steady-state cali-
bration; and second, simulations under 
transient condit io ns to match year by 
year the annual water level change maps 
from 1969 through 1972. Besides the 
agreement between the calculated and 
historical water levels, another 
check on the accuracy of the simulation 
Y8S to compare computed recharge and 
discharge values Yith the historical 




Groundvater levels in the main 
aquifer in Cache Valley in Utah have not 
changed significantly since 1935, 
although sensonal fluctuations o~cur 
(Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). The 
valley is an overflowing groundwater 
basin, where water levels are stabi-
lized. The hydrographlil in plate 2 of 
8j orkl und and Hc Greevy (1971) a 1 s 0 
indicate that the natural recharge-
discharge relationship has not been 
changed much by the withdrawal of water 
from wells. 
The steady-state simulation was 
calibrated against the water level maps 
of March 1969 and using these same water 
levelg as the initial values in the 
computation. The aquifers were not 
truly in a steady-state condition during 
1969, but the assumption of the steady-
state conditions is quite reasonable as 
~ter-Ievel changes were small and local 
in nature during 1969. 
During the steady-state calibra-
tion, a storage coefficient of zero 
was set at every node, thereby elimi-
nating the time dependent term in 
Equation 1. After a series of steady-
state calibrations were done. the 
sensitivity of the model to variations 
in the hydraul ic parameters waR bet ter 
understood than before the c.alibration. 
In the Cache Valley model, the first 
and most important parameter to be 
adjusted was the vertical hydraulic 
conductivity or leakance, because of its 
important role in the iteration con-
vergen~e in the model. This sensitivity 
is easy to understand because upward 
leakage to the water-table aquifer is 
the principal means of natural discharge 
frotO. the artesian aqui fer over 200 
square miles of the Cache Valley area. 
The leakage could not be measured 
directly, so leakance values ~re varied 
at many nodes during calibrations in 
order to balance the total recharge Bnd 
discharge. The general calibration 
procedure for adjusting leakance values 
proceeded by steps. First, a multipli-
cation factor of leakance value common 
to all nodes ("FAC", see Ap pend ix B) was 
adjusted until the maximum difference 
between computed and observed values 
became small. Then more detailed 
individual variat ion for each node was 
done to improve the convergence and 
further reduce the error differences. 
The aquifer transmissivity and 
horizontal hydraulic conduc t ivi ty also 
strongly affect the model. These 
parameters are adjusted according to the 
following guidelines: If the calculated 
Wi!. ter levels in an area are lower than 
observed wa ter levels. t hen the trans-
missivity and hydraulic conductivity 
values at nearby nodes should be de-
creased; but if the calculated water 
levels are higher, larger values should 
be used. Other parameters such as river 
node coefficients, spring node coeffi-
cients and the recharge flow across the 
bounda ri es we re a 1 s a adj us ted. The 
maximum evapotranspiration rate is a 
sensitive parameter and is varied during 
the calibrat ion by comparing the com-. 
puted value to the reported 63,000 
acre-ieet of total annual evapotran-
spiration in Cache Valley in Utah. It 
is assumed that 1969 is an "average" 
evapotranspiration year. 
The computed steady-state water 
level maps are shown in. Figures 14 and 
15 for the confined and unconfined 
aqui fe rs respect ively. The comparison 
bet we en c omput ed and 0 bs e rv ed wa t e r 
levels after steady-state calibration 
showed t he maximum ab so 1 ut e d if fe re nc e 
in the confined aquifer was about 7 feet 
and in the unconfined aqui fer was about 
9 feet. The mean absolute difference 
was about 1.8 feet ~n the confined 
aqui fe r and about 2.3 feet in the 
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unconfined aquifer. The map showing the 
computed differences between the steady-
state calibrated water levels and the 
observed water levels is given in 
Appendix E. Along the edge of the 
basin, steep groundwat-er grad ients 
sometimes catised difficulty in matching 
water levels. 
Transient-State Calibration 
The trans ient-state cal ibrat ions 
began by using the observed water level 
conditions of March 1969 as initial 
values as shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
The parameter values resulting from 
the steady-state calibration were used 
as starting values along with the 
as sumed non-zero storage coeffic ient s. 
Parameters were adjusted in successive 
s imul at ions to reproduc e the Ma rc h 
1969 conditions. The calculated water 
level conditions of March 1969, after 
transient-state cal ibrat ion adj ustments 
are shown in Figures 16 and "17. Th e 
maximum absolute difference value 
between the computed and the initial 
observed water level was about 8 feet in 
the confined aquifer and about 8 feet in 
the unconfined aqui fe r. Th e mean 
absolute difference value was about 1.66 
feet in the conf ined aq ui fe rand 1.64 
feet in the unconfined aqui fer. Com-
paring with the mean difference values 
of 1.79 feet and 2 . .30 feet from the 
steady-state calibration, the overall 
water level agreement for the condition 
of March 1969 was somewhat improved 
by the transient-state calibration. 
The next step in transient-state 
calibration started from the calculated 
water level condition of March 1969 and 
simulated the effects of three succes-
sive one year periods. Model parameters 
~re adjusted to achieve the best match 
year by year with water level change 
maps until March 1972. Those maps shown 
in Figures 18a, 19a, and 20a were taken 
from the water level change maps as 
shown in t he annual repo rt s on "Ground-
lola ter Cond it ions in Ut ah . " Excep t for 
the parameters whose values do physical-


















Figure 15. Calculated steady-state water level contour map of unconfined aquifer. 
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Figure 18a. Observed water level change map of confined aquifer from March 1969 to 
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Figure lBb. Calculaeed water level change map of confined aquifer from Marc.h 1969 
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Figure 19a. Observed water level change map of confined aquifer from March 1970 to 
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Figure 19b. Calculated water level change map of confined aquifer from March 1970 
to March 1971. 
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Approximate boundary of val ley fill 
by L. J. Bjork I und and l. J. \o\cGreevy 
Figure 20a. Observed water level change map of confined aquifer from March 1971 to 










Figure 2Db. Calculated waCer level change map of confined aquifer from March 1971 
Co March 1972. 
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coefficients. total pumpage, pumping 
pattern and recharge flux for each 
pumping period). the parameter values 
were not changed during the transient-
state cal ibrations. The parameter 
values, primarily pumping pattern and 
recharge flux. vere then adjusted until 
computed water level changes matched 
observed changes as closely as possible. 
The calcul ated water level change maps 
for the confined aquifer for each of the 
3 years are shown in Figures ISb. 19b. 
and 20b. 
The transient-state calibration was 
started from the calculated water levels 
rather than the observed for two 't"ea-
sons: first, the observed values were 
already in the solut ion ready for the 
- next step; and second. starting from 
cal c ul aced va lues ac cumul at es errors in 
the comput at ion and is thus a more 
difficult test of the model. The model 
was not sensitive to variation in 
storage coefficients. A sensitivity 
stiJdy showed that storage coefficients 
up to 100 time s larger or sma ller than 
those used in other simulations did not 
seriously change model predictions. 
The comparison between observed and 
comput ed water-leve 1 changes for some 
observ;;ttion wells over a. few years are 
shown in Figure 21. The model does 
respond we 11 to di fferent pump age rates, 
different pumping patterns and different 
recharge for each pumping period. While 
the total amount of annual discharge 
from the wells was quite well known, 
other information such as pumping 
patterns and recharge for each year were 
not available and had to be assumed 
first and then adjusted in the c.alibra-
t ion proc ess . 
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The transient-state model parameter 
input data for generating the water 
level conditions of March 1969 and the 
resulting computer output are listed 
















Figure 21a. Comparison between computed 
and observed water level 
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Figure 21b. Comparison between computed 
and observed yater level 
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figure 21c. Comparison between computed 
and observed water level 
changes in selected wells. 
USE OF THE MODEL FOR MANAGEMENT PURPOSES 
Three predi~tive .simulations were 
made to examine the effects of alterna-
tive levels of groundwater development. 
All three began from the calculated 
water level configuration of March 1969. 
The boundary conditions and initial 
conditions were not changed except for 
the three levels of development repre-
sented by the sets of wells shown in 
Table 2. All the new ~ells were assumed 
to pump water entirely from the confined 
a-qui-fer. 
The first management study examined 
the e fEe c t 0 f d r i 1 l-i ng two we 11 s , 
one locatt;od at the mouth of Smithfield 
Canyon (at 18.30) wi th pumping rate of 
3000 gallon per minute (gpm) and another 
loca.ted next to the Natural Resourc.es 
Building on the campus of Utah State 
University (at 20.21) with 4500 gpm. 
Bo~h wells were arbitrarily assumed to 
pump for 4 hours a day for 5 months of 
the one year simulation. 
The next higher level of new 
development assumed eight additional 
irrigation ~lls. each with a flow rate 
of 2250 gpm and the same pumping 
schedu1 e as before. The locat ions for 
the we lIs are shown in Tab Ie 2 and 
Figure 4. 
The third predictive simulation 
assumed the same wells as the second 
s imul at ion, bu t the fl 0'"' rates we re 
twice as large for all wells except the 
well at node (18,30) where the flow was 
four times as large. The additional 
wells and pur:nping rates in the simula-
tions are somewhat arbitrarily chosen to 
represent what might happen if such 
development~ place. 
The Cache Valley groundwater model 








New well locations and pumping 
rates for three predictive 



















































*Locations and pumping rates of the 
wells in simulation 1 were provided by 
the Logan Office, Utah Division of Water 
Rights. 
l.n one increment for the year. Irriga-
tion wells may pump only during the 
irrigation season. Municipal wells may 
pump more or less continuously. The 
model converts the pumping rate into a 
uniform rate per year. For example. if 
a well is pumping 4 hours each day for 
the 5 irrigation months at a flow rate 
of 10 cfs or 4500 gpm. when converted 
into a unifol"lD rate per year. the raCe 
will be 0.685 ds for the entire year. 
The water level drawdown maps for 
the confined aqui fe r caused by the 
additional wells under the three year-
long management simulations are shown in 
Figures 22. 23. and 24. Comparison of 
these maps with the observed and com-
puted water level maps. Figures 6. 7, 
14. 15, 16. and 17, shows how the 
Cache Valley model can be used to 
estimate the response of the groundwater 
basin to various development schemes. 
The Cache Valley model is available as a 
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tool to assist in the better under-
standing arid management of the ground-
water basin. 
Those wishing to apply the model in 
solving Cache Valley groundwater manage-
ment problems should become generally 
Eamil iar wi th the program documentat ion 
provided by Trescott (1975) and Trescott 
and La r son (1 9 7 6 ) . Mo reo v e r, the 
appendices of this report are especially 
valuable for those wishing to use the 
Cache Valley model. 
Appendix A gives a complete listing 
of the computer program. Appendix B 
desc ribes in detail all the necessary 
input data and their pr~paration. 
Appendix C lists the model input for 
the Cache Valley model and contains 
the parameter conditions. Appendix 0 
presents the Cache Valley model computer 
output for the transient-state calibra-
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Figure 24. Water level change map of confined aquifer of predictive simulation 3. 
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SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Orderly groundwater development to 
supply increasing demands requires 
better information on aquifer systems 
and tool s that c an be used to pred ic t 
how they will respond to different 
management pI ans. Quant itative pred ic-
tion contributes to more efficient water 
use decisions. This report de9C ribes 
the development, calibration, and use of 
a quantitative. predictive management 
model for the groundwater basin of Cache 
Valley in northern Utah. 
More physical information and field 
data simplify model calibration. In 
Cache Valley, complicated geologic 
cond itions, a large number of pumping 
and flowing wells without discharge 
information on pumping rates and pumping 
patterns, and limited informatioa on 
other parameters added to the work 
required in calibrating the model. 
The development of the Cache Valley 
ground wa t er mode 1 as d esc rib ed above 
illus tr a tes how a model can bead apted • 
calibrated. and appl ied, given compl i-
eated hydrologic, hydraul ic and geo-
logic conditions in the model area and 
limited historical data and field 
meas ur eme nt S • The mode 1 repr es en t s a 
complex natural system with one un-
con fined and one confined aq ui fe r. The 
sing Ie layer can fined aqui fer represents 
several real aquifer layers by using 
equivalent storage properties. The 
pot.entiometric head of the hypothetical 
single confined aquifer represents 
ave~age head conditions over several 
separate confined aqui fe rs. River 
nodes, s pr ing nod es and constant head 
nodes are used to simul ate real inter-
act ions 0 f rive rs, s t.reams, springs or 
reservoirs wi th the aqui fers. The 
river channels of the Bear River and 
Cub River .... ere represented by constant 
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head nodes rather than river nodes. as a 
strategy to separat.e the two unconfined 
aquifers and save comput.er time and 
sto rage. Modi fic at ion 0 f the c omput er 
cod e by adding "evapo transpirat ion" was 
necessary because phreatic evapotran-
spiration plays such an important role 
in groundwater conditions in Cache 
Valley. The large number of wells and 
the sparse information about well 
discharge and pumping duration required 
lumping the drafts from many small 
wells together at nodes so as to keep 
the total annual draft in line with t.he 
known water budget. This method is 
believed to be accurate enough for the 
model construction under the limitations 
of time and financial support for the 
proj ect. 
The mout hs oft he Logan River. and 
Smi thfield Canyon are tTo"O of the maj or 
groundwater recharge zones. Large 
amounts of water enter t.he basin there 
because of the high transmissivity (over 
100, 000 ft2 per day) and the avail-
ability of recharge from the rivers. 
Smaller amounts of recharge occur 
at the mouths of sma ller , i ntermi t tent 
or ephemeral streams, such as Blacksmith 
Fork, Providence Canyon, High Creek, 
Cherry Creek, Summit Creek, Spring 
Creek, etc. 
The quantity of water entering 
Cache Valley is equal to the quantity 
leaving the valley plus or minus the 
change in storage within the valley. 
Under natural conditions, the change in 
groundwater s to rage is sma 11, and 
discharge is approximat.ely equal to 
recharge. Deep subsurface outflow from 
the valley is believed to be negligible. 
The average annual amount of water 
withdrawal from wells irt Cache Valley is 
about 26.000 acre-feet, and about 82 
percent of the amount is in Utah. This 
percentage is an average number esti-
mated from the records of the past 
years. According to the model, the 
amount of recharge into the confined 
aqui fer less the pumpage is the total 
amount of upward leakage. since there is 
no subsurface outflow and an impermeable 
bottom boundary is assumed in the model. 
This amount of upward leakage is about 
58,000 acre-feet annually and represents 
a conservative estimate of the addi-
tional groundwater that can be withdrawn 
from the confined aquifer. However. in-
creased withdrawals will lower the head 
and diminish the discharge from some 
flowing wells in the artesian areas. 
Increased withdrawals would also dry up 
some we t areas and reduc e nonproduc t ive 
evapotranspiration. This pumping could. 
however. have an adverse effect on 
wildlife wet lands habitat and would 
have to be managed carefully. The model 
provides a quantitative tool for calcu-
lating these effects. 
The Smithfield-Hyrum-Wellsville 
area (area 1 in Figure 3) is the largest 
and most productive aquifer system in 
Cache Valley. Although this overflowing 
groulldwa ter area is the most intensely 
deve loped in the valley, littl e long-
term change in water levels has occurred 
(Bjorklund and McGreevy 1971). This 
area has great potential for further 
groundwa ter development because it has 
high transmissivity (from about 10,000 
to over 100,000 ft 2 . per day) and is 
suppl ied large amounts 0 f wa ter by 
recharge from rivers and streams into 
permeable sands and gravels at the 
canyon mouths. Other significant 
recharge is from the irrigation canals 
which are located along the edges of the 
valley where wa ter in fi 1 t rat es mas t 
readily. Probably the best sites for 
developing future large wells are around 
the mouths of Smithfield Canyon, the 
Logan River. and Blacksmith Fork. The 
water level change mapS resulting from 
the predictive simulations shown in 
Figures 22, 23 and 24 give some indica-
tion of water level changes under future 
development. 
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The grid system map, shown in 
Figure 13. summarizes the locations and 
numbers of existing wells within each 
grid cell area. This map is helpful in 
visualizing the effects of well pumpage 
on d raw own . The ob served wa ter 1 eve-1 
change map from March 1969 to March 1970 
in Figure 18a shows three regions 
with more drawdown than surrounding 
areas. Comparing th i 13 wi th t he we 11 
location map of Figure 13, these regions 
are also ob served t a have more we 11 s . 
Apparently, the larger drawdown resulted 
from larger pumpage because of the many 
~lls in the region. While there is no 
evident overdraft, in some of these 
intensive pumping centers, attention 
should be given to controlling local 
development so as to reduce the extra 
drawdown due to well interference. 
To improve the model and increase 
the reliability of its predictions, 
future groundwater investigations in 
Cache Valley should include more de-
tailed study of the geologic formations. 
especially for the Bear River delta 
area. south of Utah-Idaho state line and 
between the Bear River and Cub River. 
channel. No really deep wells have been 
drilled in this area. Potent ially 
productive confined aquifers should lie 
beneath the delta deposits in the older 
deposits, but they have not been ex-
plored. More effort should go into 
co llee t ing ac cur ate we 11 logs fo r all 
new wells that are drilled. 
Another region needing more in-
vestigation is near Benson where some 
deeper wells are located. The more than 
1000 feet thick Quaternary deposits need 
further definition. In the present 
model, the simulated water levels of the 
confined aquifer in this area are 
somewhat lower than the observed wa ter 
levels in the deepest wells, due to the 
upward groundwater grad ient in the 
deeper aqui fers that is not now s imu-
lated. 
An expanded observation well 
network needs to be established where 
water levels can be measured in each 
layer annually or monthly. Well pumping 
tests also should be done near Benson. 
Wellsville, Amalga, and in the Bear 
River delta area near the state line in 
order to obtain better aquifer charac-
teristics information. More complete 
data on discharge schedules for ooth 
pumping and flowing wells should be 
collected to l.mprove the estimates 0 f 
the total draft and its distribution 
during the year. 
After several years of collect-
ing additional data, it could be used 
S3 
to recalibrate and to improve the 
present yearly model. It might also 
be possible. using the new data and 
simulat ion informacion from the l.m-
proved yearly model, to develop a 
more useful monthly or seasonly mod-
el for the Cache Valley in Utah. 
The model should also be extended to 
cover the portion of Cache Valley in 
Id aha. The tee hn iq ue 51 a nd method 9 
developed for the Cache Valley model 
could also be appl ied to other geo-
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00 1~ 1\1I11'K0 
DO .~ 1-1010 
to:! :~ J-I,)O 
l~ < I.EO.I.OF'.I.e:~.I<!.,,".J.EO.~.OR.J,EQ • .lI'1 Hld"'I...,. 
IF C Ina .HE..I~" 41) •• 'WiI'rt. I F1J~.~ .IOI(l9.)) f'H~C!, J.p, ).STRT~ I· h~~ 
1':- ct(.JlEjK"'.DR.IUo:IiitE1t~UE. :OIH6H GO TD 1~ 
If 'I.EO.\. eJI.'. F;D.II).QP.. J .(O.\,eJI • .J.[O • .!Q! F'EI\.'I'.I. j,ol). 
.,. CUI r! 1!ol.E 
•••••••••••• , ................. (I(l.'( ............................ .. 
READ 15.l:l'" ~AC.I·lAA"P!lrI 
IF" <1·/"",.[0.1> READ (5.J:J-)! 1In.X(Jh ,10,. JIll 
DO I~O P'IoJO 
IF" (l'.'.~ ./E:." GO TO 160 
OEU:f J)-[IE\,.~ IJI>FoOC 
00 TO "0 
160 oa.:<l../I.'AC 
170 CIlHTlI'o'JE 
If UtJAA.E'O.1 .AI'I'D, IP~'~.I'£. U UP!T~ ,,6 ,3':0" ~ML.-'1f J). J-1·.JO~ 
, .. 'I'IAA.EO.Ol UF:IT[ 16,3')0») F""::: 
























































































































IF 111IAR.ElI.I) REAO 1:5.DOI 100.."111.1.1.101 
DO 190 1-10 10 
IF IIVAR .IIE.1! 00 II) 190 
OO"TlJ>.[II).111) ... ..c 
GO to 190 
180 DELl 11 ) _F"':; 
11'0 CCHTIKJE: 
IF (J'.'M.[Q, 1._. If1Rt1.HE.l 1 illiTE" I~.J&O) IKL YCI I. I-t. 10' 
IF (IV'M.EtI,OI Il'lITE 16.310) rIC 
.............................. DIl...Z ............................. . 
REIID I~ .no~ FoIe, I'IM dPRH 
IF IIVM .EQ.l) a:.>.D 15.:1301 1te..:IX>O!(-1.KO) 
DO ':!LO lClllhKO 
IF IlVM.I<E.\l !Xl TI) :ool 
DELZ UO·DIl...Z I K ""o>C 
C(! TO ~IO 
NO OO-lI!()"'AC 
210 Cd(1' IHJ£ 
11'" tlVM.EOt I.ANth I~.J£ ~ u· ... 1TE: ~",390' U:I£I • ..zCPl:h.c-~ ,t(O) 
IF IlIIAR.EO.Ol IIRITE 16.:J2'H Fo>C 




IF 1:GC.OI..E.oE .~.) Co>t.l.. _ 
~ri ... m"'l'iih.".., . n.~ 
EImn' OM TI H$F') 
~Ti't"O:tt'i:i: 
1«-1 
:00:0" "i .. l~KO 
00 ~ 1-1.10 
~ 1111. IID~'oJ.K"Jo"JO) 
:no FrR\I>T 1r.G1.0' 
DO :=.00 ,lol ..... 
IF"DI" J.Kl. EO.O,) ro TIl ~ 
I pr I .. Jt .... ) - n.DrtTUIK1 
~·~~"l 
~ !;CIlTnMl: 
:!O. CIlNT IMJE 
M<_-I 
IFtIl(.EO./ISF'1 ro TD 5:=') 
PRINT 515.1«._ 
:II' FORr'AT I' ~.)£.IISP 
STCP 
:r.:o Fi£I\l) DO.FoIe 
f1IIIUfT :s::!'11~1C 
521 FDRI'." UHe.OIO. ~I 
!:£AD 5;1(1. I SUI <11 .1- \0 >/SF) 
~ FIF.nIO II 'IOr,!. G , 
PRIHf ~,~F1.DU:hl·1 ,H5P} 
540 FORr'A n r. ",'I\lX. F5 .0> " 
[I[J = I-h~ 
SUI' '''fOUI!)''oW: 
:!:iO ClM'I_ 
I'EAII :UO. F o>C 
PRIW :5~I.FI\C 
F:EatIID :.60" ~El....Dn) 1II1-1.tNSP) 
PRIHI' ::..0. II;I.J)I,) , ,-lr 1151" 1 
~""""T(::oQF"O) 
00 :570 1-10_ 
~o OJ" l'oQ..DI n..-,o,c 
IIEfIMH 
................... i nn....-u:z:.: 
on~l oo.o.~II'fiI'J) 
III-I 
to :;81 Ie-h I'lO 
00 :;so I-I. 10 
READ ~10,.nMU • .JtIO ~..)IIh"'») 
DO 20 JoIoJQ 
IFIIM! I. J.~). [O.CO. I 00 10 ::eo 
IMII.J.~) - n.O,HU"O 
Jrf( • I'fII;; • , 
::eo CClHr I> OJ( 
~I m-rr1l1UE; 
111_"";-: 
IFII« .(I).~I'II GO TO 60G 
""NT ~.M<.Ml.I'J 
~ F_TI' EF<IlCRI<>'nII(.HE .";'1" 
STtI' 
_ I'iJ:AD :ntI,F.o( 
"',..,. ~IoF.\I: 
P'CAD ~",611~h(~t III l.,.h ..... I·J~ 
F"RIptr ~"O.(R14C I) .. I.l.Hlitf'U 
[ICI 610 1-.. ,0'1'" 
~IO ""'I I> - I'HtI) .... tw;; 
RtAO n'1,Fo>C 
I'R lilT s:: 1 • F o>C 
~[I ~I'C.RIHn,l ... r~.,.nl) 
PRINT :.40. ~RB( n ,.1 11 ~ ,1'fR1'n 
00 6:0 I-I.~IV 
~;:o) RD'!> - ~911) .FoC 
FitE..:r.D J:lI)tf'..l( 
f-rUNT ~1~':~ 
1'tE,\I'I' ~~~ cllitcr I ~ t t "'1·'F.l ')) 
6~ F"OR1'1AIU","If.",)) 
PRIMJ 6n. t'-C~ n ~ l"I."Fi::I·n 
6lZ F'~'~/~ lU l1..fO.OJH 
DO 630 1"1 tl«l~,jI 
630 RC{lIof1'1:{U .... 'oC 
~E1U'1'< 
:"::AQ.[. '" ii.:£· P~TOO r ~O· ;'~;;i;,a· MT~ t;Oit· ~. ~ I M~ it;'; ~ iDiot;. 
............ u.UI..-.:a.-..rQ 
OITRY II£1S'EP 






















































































































00 z:o r-lo~ 
D10ttILnDr 
ll'I-l1t<{IT 
III" IT ... !lE. TlIIIX I GO TO :!:RI 
z::o tD01lHJE 
GO To ;::40 
~ DEL 1-1l'IIIXI11II DELr HlR\T-' :ZiG ~ITE (6.4()Q) 107. T'IIAIC.tUIT.DEL 1.~Dl.1 
DEL 1-DELl o::l6OO. 
1lVIX-~. 
!UPwO.O 
~ ~U oM) ~lTE I.U.I. F'\WIIG RIll£&--
I>'Int li.410) t«n 
t 
IF (I&EI-.ED.Ol GO TO 260 
IFU.w..T.[Il.IOIII1Jll ao TO ~1 
DO ~ U-hlUl. 
REAP C~.::CO) 1'(,1, J • ...::L.l..~ I. J.I() 
WIlIT'! ~6.4::O) Krl,J.~~I.J,.IIU 
::10 1IIl..LII,J.'U"'-€U.1 hJ,~)J(DEUC'J)aDEL11111 
00 TO 260 
~ --....lERtIAll'At-
~'I DO '251 ~-hI(O) 
DO 211 I-lola 
DO ~I "", • .» 
RCF'C I.J,K)...,. 
h\IO.LI] .J,Kl"'l. 
2:11 IlU£U.I ],J,RI..o. 
~ READtS,:pO) ....n.t..1HIl.EL1~'~:EIle..L.·HCF.CFC 
IFU'IELJ..,ED,I"P9'i'. I GQ TO :a.tl 
CIO 2101 rr.h~ 
REAQ~"JJO) :PC:.l • .J • .Il£LLtt~J~r:) 
'DU[LL~:I, Jr;f(hEJI.a..L...: r ,J,Pi:" • .....:::: 
~.: Ll\ITE( ... t~) KItI,,JrlU3.1..Ht .. h':\ 
co ::6.::" II-1,,tOi . 
*EJ\Dt:'.:JJO) 'K.I, JIPCI=U ,J,I() 
IIC'( I. JoKl~ll. J.KJ II;FC 
~.a' 'i.MlTEC,a,.&;"l)" ':rl.JtP.C'FflIJ·Kl 
'LIrnl£'61'~M~ Wr.IE1.L~HBUEL.PLI: • .c'"~ .... ~~~tf"C 
:!66 ~THHO,eolO~lIfIj 
DO 24J :Mi:.lrK~ 
DO 263 1-1010 
:63 READ~~.6ilO' U .... ~ • ..LHt.J.'JIrlJ ........ ".JI]) 
_ FiR'IoOT (~_.Ol 
Da:~ ""'11111:0 
DO -:... I-hiD 
CO::60011 .J-h..lO 
264 '-C.LI I.Jlk)·~( I. J,.II(J ~ "!l&U..LC I .. J • .M;)i:F'TA£lltRCF~! .J.,..,"'; 
'I (:6JI1 JI~I:C. f{I) I 







:!91' rcR:ItAT UHG ~~,&IW,. ~ ... ,o,~ ~7,· 'OR LAYER", I!~ 
290 FCIU\IIT C,1 ... \ .. o&:iJ:.6A4I ' MATRIX,. lJ'YER~ ,I3.lo&6!(,41( '-'"'' 
lOO FCRHAr <~o·,.~III'~[E]..X .~.Gl,.1) 
310 Ii~T ,~a'I1":!XIt~DE'l..Y -'.D15 t 1) 
3'20 ~T l"O·.,~,.·tELZ .'~Ol't7) 
1lO J'CIIIOo>l (BOIO.OJ 
3.00 ~T ('0' ,SIX. '_IIER r;,; ",",!HO F'e':]OP.'l .' .I"'~?X. 'T:I'£ !iTENI P 
lE"J\EDI PRIHTtlJIS ,.4, lU,f':S I X.l' ~:ERR"Il't CR1T'ERIA FtR Q.1JSU;;'I5: •• ,Gl:::, ':" •• 
~J:. ~[I.JAf"OTRAtt5ipIMllc.t AAT'E •• ,01=-. 7,''S4X, ·£F"'w:'EtTl'lE [€PTH ~ ET II 
3' .al~.7n 
l::O FtJII:HIIIIiT ~ 'O"I'I:.=c,~".!.'(5X,::!t)F".ln 
:160 f_T (0F'IO.4J 
J71> FlJIINIr UH".6X •• 0tG'!ID SPf\Cltoa IN ...... roTYP'!: :H ~ PIR!I:TlttlJt~,40 
II '-' JIJ"I'O' .13' 10.0)) 
WC> 1'0'<tt/I.1 UH- •• .", iOKlRIO SPACIHO IN ffOIlTOTYf'[ :H 'r DIR'!:o:TICtV .:"1 •• 0 
I (' -'II,','C' .1:1' 10 .011 
3'10 FiR'Io01 nH- • ..x,~OICiRID SPACIHO 1M ~UIT1P£ III I DIIi'f.:ClICtI:.:-X.·1') 
1C '-' }/I'C ~o~ ,1'Y 'O~O») 
400 FClUlAT ('-'.~l~·f1 .... ua f!"ERIOO ICJt ~ ,I4.·~· rf'\O.:!. ~ MYS~_'!a::c,~a, r 
l-·J/r.:J>:,' ..... t<E;R 01 TIHE SfU"So'.Il .. ·.':I9'lI.·TU1 1M IO.R!I ,·,n").}.'.· 
~. ·1U..T1M.IER FCR I:C.l -' ."'10.3) 
UO F1JIt!1AT" C ~_.r 16.lX.I·h' 1iIO..\..S4/~,"· -' _'/~~'" ~K~ t P"t~ ~ I" ,':(r· J ptJ 
I""IN;! .... TE·/) 
4:0 j:'~r ('1;t,)I~o.:::F1J.5~ 
430 FtJ=I"rfIAf t"'-~,40:C.· c:c-..rnI.Jllll,TIDH • !-£AD ~ ~,a:oj':"f~ ~ ~"",,IIJl 
l':.ZtI"~f'-'}) 
M(I nmt/IIT !' l' ,:;:te. ·IlIITIlil. I€AD IVITJit~. L,nER' .llrJ6."!.30!· .'" 
~ F'OIUVoT (tlDl.IOI 
.yo ~r CJtilO ~O.'::UJlO.O.1!!, l:-C:~,~' 
~70 FIIRrVIT 1'0' ·10~,·'" "'-"HAI€RIC _:' '~D(, '~nf'LII:AT!!lI1 I'IIC~QI> FO 
IR ~ DIIIEH!IICH -' ,C.I~, lItO~ •. to. T<FLICAIIOti F,Ii;tQR F(OIt .( DI~I5I!lH 
2-' .Ol~. ?r.i:IlI,'_ sz:.>U: I~ ..... 17 .. Df' •• AI \.'~:\, '''''''1'(1' (F •• .>13.' ~ 
3ER DO-I .~ .C::U~.~/&nt ·I'V..Tln..ICI\UDN F"IIIICTOP. FOR ~~, ... ~ .c:~~,-. 
.' NtI~TDl F1I'< UlYEP!;' .?I::'·,n. ' ..... TlFLlCA1:11i F..cICJI ~~ ... .w -··G 
51:;.7,.r .F'"R:UrrEP FOFI: lAYF.:n"S~ i~l-:~ 
oro 
~IHE '5TEFCF'MI ~STRT.CI.,...I) t T ~g. lP, TC~ n:.I.IZl.\.. flELX.:DELY ,IDE'_:, r:"ACT 
I , D[tt, T E.5TJ.l 
C --~----




O<>IIIIC 1ER 09Xl.AI£l., 'f1.AK\.. n TLE:, "':5l.'f' 
O~ t"IC~, .. .,., tt.IF:-I\tf""], NOIT r lEG", l~·IAl.l·l~"'~_I~~ 
DiArulCIEP. r4IMj\U,II£A(I. !R.D, II..:" I [OfC:! , tLlATER, I(J;IE, :F'JI'lro~.l Tr 

































~6 • 12 














































































a:I"tON /lHTEGFV IO.JO,I<Ot 111Jl Jl..:l.!.JIK.hP'ERIKl'H, 1TJ'LU,LDIOf!ot,j!;.P·H 
It.El..,Nt,MTt IFJHAL t IT.f'CT.II-EAD. JDRALI·IFI_O, JERRr l~, ~,.IC!, IHroI:It Ina:! JHC' 
3 ... IMI.1I:,,::!.1~f£R, 10R£.t IP,...F' , 10. JIlt 1\0. n:::,..J<.IC5.IF-Jl.lf't.r-., 1J1(~ IHO 
::31 IEOlIIIEIJ#IP. I~ T.IDtFP, I~ 
CQ¥O,I rsPAAIlV ~. Ctt. T. DEL. T, ERR, T£S , ,SU1. su"p, Qf.I:. OET t ElDIST 
CO'o'OI ~YI ICttU 16101.E'-''L1t'l'1 ,LE'-"L2191 
CO/III:ItI 101/ ETFlXT, STMT. O!£T • DIST. ClOT. P2'1.X1. PlH'T. C'LUXT. SFl.:IT 
o::JtItDi J'F1iV ::a..ABEL('J) .'i1..AEiEl.16) .11 n.E<~) r~I.~.:Nl'rr' 1=" IIUH( 
I (60J ItDIOITt.r::) 1t'Uf'11 M .VF'2(6) .t'-"(':'} J,:(SC\L.ErDlto1,.SYi'lC 1':'1 .I'):NC Lo-») I 
:mll 131 ..... (4) .1I1.112.N3. ~SCIIl.E.FIoCTI.Fnl:T2 
DltefSlDti PliIlIO.,JO.KO). 91RT'I'l • .lO.KO). a..OtIO • .JO.J(~I. H !').,J'j,KO 
lh SUO • .,.J).KO) r TR( IOI,J.ltI\Oh TC(!O.JhKoOl, TKnK,~,....-sh "£Un!). 
::!.JO.ICO). DEL,(C.JO). E,:r~ 10' I' DD....:uc.." t F'ACT~KOI:J', :DDtI(I~"C) I' f£5TJ 
3IITHXII. Irro,:,ol 
~







00 10 K-ltKO 
00 10 1-1010 
00 10 .J- Lo.JO 
10 tLDU ,.JIK)-FHU I dlK) 










C -PllIlIT DtJ'W1Jf .n :w£SItlHo\Tf.D 111'£ STEPS-
C' 1I."I...I'ILll'.I'U .... .'I'I . ::rn Ell' ~ r I)U "",T 
C ,... .... , ••• ,. ........ ",......." 
c 
If 4 ... r.EO.' ........ ~ .!Fl~"l 
In£UI\T)IIIIT 
IF 1 IT.LE. rrHA.~ ~ C.o TO ':') 
IT-If--=. 
ITT11 1 KTl -" ]E:RR-:! 





IF C I~ IE:O.ICI1:C~)" IFr::llE 14~ P'HIISI.I"'I.SlIF' Jf"l..J"FT ,aLUX'T.[I;'ET.06T 
1. OIDT.IlFUT. STaRT. ET1'UT • SF\..U 
IF' Inr. . EO.\04{' ~ 1 I illITE 1 7.:')01 !lUl> SI.K'. PI.K'T. C'L UXT. O!£T. DIST 
I. DlDT.R!'lXT. STORY. £TfL'IT • sn.u 
:/0 IF ttnO.EO • lotKll II Co>LL D£Ot 
IF tlEI!I!.EtI.21 00 TQ 30 
IF tlODtKT.J(IIU .1E.0.AIfII.IFl ........ IE.: 1 ~ 
30 '-'tlTE C6.~10) KT J DE\..Y.SlA1J SHltr.H=ti. MYS,YRS.DllYSF."m5f" 
IF tlna.EO .lotK<3>1 O'ILI. D.lt1T1i: 
II'IIIn·. 






illITE 16.2«1) tl.I-13 .I~I 
WllTE 16.~601 
lAlTE '" ,:::!"",,.,o) Hnonh 1-13.1 .. , 
II'IITE ta.~601 




IF IX$Co'II,.t .EO.O.) ca TO ~O 
IF IFIICTI.(O.o.1 oa TO :;0 
00 .0(1 I~"\o' 
IIwLE'.EL •• I~I 
'IF 1 II .[0 .01 00 TO i50 
'0 CALI. PI'<N1 A I! .11 I 
~ IF I FIIC T2 .(0.0.1 ca TO ~O 
DO 60 I"'I.~ 
II-LE\n~ t 1M 
IF tl1.E:D.~) 00 TO '') 
60 CALL W.JfT~'~' II,. 
:'0 IF (I mtIU .1,.. d ClIU ; II GO TO ?3 
C _l"T~'-
c 
00 "" K"L,I'C,Q 
UlITE [6.2')01 K 
00 ~ 1.1. IO 
toO ~ J"I • .JO 
ElO ['I~CJ)-..sW.J~1 ,J ..... )-f"HIU,J.IO 
PO UUTE ~ 6, l~) I. to[IH(J), J-t· JO~ 
C ---IoEtD 1~A<lt(UH "I:TlIEElI rt_lfItI F'EP:OI' ~--
C 
oJ IF [!t"1PP .!'Edell,' "I.' r.o 10 .'lO 
ro ~ ... '..11 ..... 0 
ro ~ r-L·r'O' 
00 9'5 J'"t.,JO 
" SIRTU. J,Ir\~lI'f'Hl r! I J.K) 
100 IF UIEAD.11E .1011\' ~j) GO TO ,:0 
C -PIIIIIT IE:AO ""TlIIX-
DO no K·L:r .... O 
URlTt 1& •• 90) r. 
00 110 :1:.' ,!II) 
110 LlRI'TE C 6.1.':"O) h (P111 <I, J.I< h.J- L, .10) 
C 
C _ITE ON DIS><--
1:0 IF t IE/;R.E(Io~) GO TO tY.l 














































" I::!'. 17 
13. :::0 





























































". 17 l'&. ., 
C 
If II tfl2. EO , 10fO;:( ~.' IR ITE (. ) I'H I. _.!UP. f\IIPT.1:TUJl'T • QI1ET. CIIST 
I ~ CKDT. fi:F1.XT,,!1CRT • £l1='L"CT 1 &:Fl.XT 
C --I'UQ4EII 1lIT1'\tT-
C 
.30 I~ nPU:!.I£.ltwt.fu 00 TO 160 
IF !lEIIJI. EQ.:!. 00 TO 140 
LlRJTE (712]D) s.H 1 SWP .. .F1..I"P'T, c::FLJ.rCT ... ORET, 0151, c:MrlT. P.FL"(T, STI:RT , E'1f 
IUCT.SF\.XT 
1-4.0 DO 1:<1 K-1J KO 
[Ill I!;(I 1·1.10 
1:;(1 IRITE 11.~) (~l{hJ,Kh""I.JO) 







,'D F~T C ~or .1.l'l:;U:C,F7.~)'{:s(. L:SU')£,r.'.21H 
180 FUlMT (. (INIoI11UI !£AD QWCII; nIIII EIOt lTER01UWII' _" '.3'7 ( • -' ).I( • ., 
l'.UW'2."')) 
190 FIJIiU'IAT l'l·I'ZX .. .rI-£AD I"'.\TRI:Z:~ 1...,,\"t'ER'lr1"':6:(r:lt·-~)1 
:::!OO F(JUtAT "1" ~~t' [llUl.l..l[QM1t "--''''I''ER', IJ~.lBC ._,)) 
;!10 FtRJIIIIAT (lHl t"'''XI~('''~)/~''~'· .1",Xr ~lUl: STEP t1UI'IIER ··,1"'\"")::" '\ 
1·/1S(.~t·-·1Ir.;Q'J:.:-msI~ OF TtI'E STU' IN ~.n4.:.·.~. '10 
21..... S UtLl . .ATlIIH 11 \'!£ III SttDNUS-'. f! 4 ,:VUVJ • ..,lHlfTE5o-.Fl4. ::!:r.::(, ~ 
~IF1.4 .::!.'8Jx,~YS-IF1"'.~1J2:(, ~'t'EIIIt!.~ jFI41~ .... '.'I~. '~TI," 
"CF ~ F"lJ'F'IHD P'E1ltOD ~ M .... a-,.J'Fl ..... 1""8'21.;.·'r'£AItS.II·,,.I .. I::~,/_~~ 
~ F~t !IOf8. I) 
230 fa<W.T (4G..~.IO) 
240 F_"f ("OTiP£ STEP l". 4~13) 
~ FDRt\<IT \' OITERATlDlrs:·. <lOll) 
~60 F"G'mAT I' 4 ,10": '_·U 
OlD 
SUHtO..rtIIfE G..~.fE.(F'"rII • S'TlI:T 1 Cl...:D,. T.5. 'Tftt'C' r T1<1I"'-IELJ., [IfJ..'(II"Clin.T ,~,"N:. 
1 T "n,fL ta.,..\IIt::l(11- TES1J:IQRE,f"aiI:I1lt ID.Fl.D.E1.D .. Itw:t.Rrt,~~R8. ISPRQ, 
:11 RI .... 90Tl 0I'L.1lRHD I 




f<E,>I. ... IlI,l[fII 
R'E"~ P1ttlJtCf,:t.IIiI,F.H.;~5LllfIH(P.","-I1IH,F.1IGI ,FtH;T.:,~t~."r'P~r 
REAL lr.C .. lJJR .. u.".r,~ .. .:n .-fT .. =r, [IQ4!~ r,vt,. TYtI:,r=11 
~ £1''''-1''' ,.a.~AICrlJ ,UJI TUI'U, n... ~F:£:5,.'5U"1-I.GL,(I.:P!i1 
C>WIAClO!I .410f1.1EIIH.IE'NIP.I;>l.l.IDNPI',I_ 
awtICTEII 1'.1 PltIrII.h 1i£,U).IF'l.D.JP<h InK::!, 1 .... 'IDI'.IaL<E .1PU! .11'1.\:::, ITlI: 
IXtI'Of /Z:H'f'tt'R.I' IO • ..JOrKD, EI .. J1IKt .1.,.,.II'K.M='ER,jI('ftt.tl~.L...E1«nlI,t:?tH 
11EI,.tl.P1T. IFlHAL.IT.)('f, 11£I~.I!OPJIIII.IFlO.lo:R.I:! • .J:!,IC.IlW(.ITlCtI.NI: 
:!2-I.lntl" '~.l~TER.ICIItE, JP'."~ rQ,..Jl,JIJ]. 11<: • ..,1(.110, IN1.1n.Q, rnc,. 1l'C 
3. JEll!, If;'MI'.I ..... T.II;M'9.IMP1' 
CCII'ItDi J'V~ TJtAX 1 CIt.. t * tEl. T.t~ .. t£ST • SlIt 151,KI'. OR, lET, ETU I ST 
CIHO'I IVRUoYI 101(( 141.1£1EL!(9) .t£'~('i'l 
DI1'I0610i I'HIU h sntfU). QUIll" T( tit S(1" TRill. 11:U). TIll \I 
" UEL.L(1" tn.,r:( II. IIEl. YU" Dfl...:t IJ. FJOCH~Q,310 ~!~" TE!lTJ! 
:!1), 9O'f1OII~ 1) f EL' I ~ tFl..(1) ICiLC 1" ,t}( l} .. :-.;1 II) .CI\:E.'C. I.) 
3, ID(1 •• FlD! II.ELD( U. P13III11J • lIf11! " .RH(1) .I1CU hlllllll 
"rat(I(11 
FI'£TUl:H 
C ................................................................. . 
C 
ENTR1 Il'DI 
C .... 'I ...... ~ ...... 
C ---CCIF'\JtE: /IOID 'UNT tTEAAfIlJ'I P_1Ut9-
!RII( .6.:::.0, 






YT-].l"""l'S"'Ji ,::.1<: ... IZtl':!l 




to """0 K.hI'ri:O 
'tiel "'0 1:-2 .. II 
tIO .:110 ..... -:!, Jl 
.... I.! .... I 1*1.,. '1-;-1 UHIJ 




H"TC(H) 'DEl. Y( I I 
5lIo0.£0 
:·0.[0 
t~ ' ... IIE.I) !·nc'_IJ)"oo.~.~) 
IF (IC.O/£,"O) SU-TK(NI."tIEU'~' 
lXIWWO~I' D.n 
TYI' .... ·.,,:! , 1 •• <1 
r.:n_l\SU.z~ 
t'[N .. "" 1.-.. l t D,f) 
Ir n:QI.EO.O.EOI ~n:>t 
IF • L"EIL.E;D.O .(01 GO ." :::0 
RlIOI-_1 1f!1101 , ruvDD!) 
~ _...,IN1I •• HI 
IF (DEN.EQ.O.(O) tEl+orr>! 
IF (DEN.ED .O.EQ) GO TD :stl 
t:HO:!.-""""-"! I I 1\HII:!.1XIt. -.w;N I 
.lO ~.MIN\ (SU.:;::l 
IF U'EH'.[Q,O.'O. DEN-r.:JI 
IF ([I[tI. ED.O.EO' GIl TD 10 
.::HJ:].AI1AXl 'ltMll ~ TXft, ... [lon 
40 CDI'ITII~J( 
:U>AAr -Xl I, I. EQ·F<K\ II 
'I1'AAr--rr It 1 • EI>< ~~) 
;:p...u .. zrJC.L .E"'.MDJ.) 


















































































































ft'8 .F'~TI1XI~.""LO.:j:) IfC_.H[.O.1 _._ 
,".10-1. 
DO ~ 1'!'lE/OTH 
pJoPJ+I. 
~ RHCIPIII·I.Eo-II.[~''''I''~~ 




C -INITiAliZE fl;>T .. nil .. OEU lTERATlm+--
60 ll'lT-j 
IF liT .lE.lfI\jIl(l GO TO 10 
~ITE ~" .. ~~ 
tAU. currur 
':'0 IF' U..,,DUTtt..DlCl'l'H)) eo.80~9I') 
c naun--. ...... 
Dmrr OEUU .. 














C ---I:II'F'I11'l T1UWSI'! I SSI') 1 TT lIND T alD'F'!C I EImi F1R I,PI"£II 
C I!lIf!ILIlDI t \1'1" ~ IT IS IH:IH'II£1I--
IF (JIIIITVI./C.lo-<'''" GO TO 110 
tAU. TRNt!I I 0 I 
c 
C --tIIJOSE SIP ta:HIrC. CIA RE'IEI!SE AlIDU 1H'I--
C 
110 IF IIIXILI T .;Zll 1:10.1::<1.\70 
\20 OIl 1:10 K'''KO 
00 1~ I.:!:~n 










t _II" an>UTJIIT1twS I' HOue: ruTSlDE It;lDO.-
11' IlIN' .[ll.0 .. 1JiI. allI1.l T.o.l GQ TO 1:10 
c 
C -COFUTE ctLEF'FICIDfT'1-
[loo I'R I MJB I o'IlEl.X I.J 1 
r'rRIIII/DEllIIJI 
C 
900TC IN I Bl/oa. YL I J 
"""Tt I II 1/00.. y n I 
SU-O.EO 
'Z""'l.EO 
IFlK.ro.1I GIl TO .::>1 
l-rKIMlB) 
IFIIE{IH .m.LOfLlnll :·;:.:ro . .!I~1 
1::>1 IFUI'.£O.KOI LIP TO I::": 
SlJorKlNI 
Ire I(QPI.~O. '0fL(11) SU-SU.'tIEl...l:IKI 
1::::Z 1OKlo! IN U 00. T 
-. \WI • O· 
"" . ~. £10_. 
£1011"6. 
1F'IICJiI'E .£D.IOfLln) lI'hORIHNl 
IF IK,'IE .MO.LJt.l[·_ ...... IOfLII~) 1 ..., TO IZI 
C -to'F'!T£ E:<F1.ltlT N<Il I ...... IC:T hilTS OF (T R.>TE-
IF' IPNIIIIl.LE.L:;I;If(JI""" -('fOIST' GIl 10 1::>1 
C 
IF IPNIIIIl.GT .()I:J1gI_JJ 00 TO 12: 
ETO(IooOEU('fD I ST 
rTOOoElllB"ll t (TD I ST-GIUID' _l • 
IXl TO IZI 
,::>1 ETDDoOcr 
1::::1 IFLlP.IV.I.£. O' GO TO 1:"5 
lID-I n:'!: I 'DRIN' l 
iFINO .EO.OI aJ TO I::'!I 
IFIPNI INl.OT .I:B LIID. ,""D.~I IN1.l T .'" I 1fO) 1 ..u TO I=~ 
IFIPNI IlIl.GT .,..IMD') GQ TO I:~ 
III. - 11'1> RCU<OlUft1<INDl - RBlHDIl 
CiO TO r.:; 
1':0 ~RCII/V! 
_'I'IC"II/V'_WOl 
GO TO I::'!I 
\2~ \,WI - O<C IMPl 
_'Re Lt'Pl'R!<UIDl 
1=:1 IF! ISfRD,l~ .61 ..u 'fIl 130 
H'I)-IFIXlJDUn ~ 
IFIND .(D.O> GO 10 ilO 
1F!£LD,I<l)I.G'T .F1IHNll GO TO 130) 
UJ{ - "'.llIUlIl 
LlFt - ~I'UlINDU£LDII!D) 
C - S I," IICII'l1AL ALGCP.I ~--
C --1''''''''''11 509STI ruTE. COII'VIINO IKTE.F-llEDIME ·IEt:TDR '!-
I~ ~ • -0 -0 -F - .. -50 -;: ~ -u:o: ..u:cR -c10f1 

































































~. l' =. 17 
~. 17 
=. 17 ~.A4 17 
:!'!II'. 17 











~n. l' ~~. 17 
~~". 17 ~~. 17 
~76. 17 



























IF IPHI IN! .GE.I!OTTDI'II_II CO TO III 
IFCPHICII<IIoI.(l£ • 1!OTT1»I1_1 1 _-!iUO-.;ITTO'U_' 
IFIPHICNK.'II.CIE.IIOTTDI'IU ....... CO TO I~ 
(of:·SU 
~ 
GO Ttl III 
1:t9' Eo£+SU 
1:1"1 IF III.HE .1101 00 TO I» 
lit IPHU,.,.SI.G[ .lIOn1»l1_! I 00 'D IJ:J 
IFIPNICm .CiE.lOTTlJ'll_11 ~~'lUon1»l1_1 




.. ·VI I. oVI:CnlHlBlooQ,lNfPI, I 
a.·IVC 1. _ (ntlv" oC:l.' H.It!" 
C· ... D..INIBI 
GoCL:II'L C)lJB I 
W-cuo..(N.JIIJ 
~""IGL'NIBI 
IF CII.EtI.lI CO TO \'1'> 




nUII •• F_I,.....;' '.'t\. 
I'L{NI.(~IO ... lI' II'tI. 
I1{N.-I~I\al«<JIIFft. 
SlJ'HooO. EO 
IF (II. HE .)(1) I !IlWI+< SUtI'OII n«.u 
RE!!.-B#HI1NII'-~I'NJII' -&:_111'11-1'_1 I N-"I 1-InnIi IIII1U-Sl."....ZIP 
1>11 11'Q'-<C.l.UI>-fI>CIG..D(NI_~ 
'lIN I. I ~ lV 1 HIla I-!l. .... I' NIB) -Cl.:WI 1'1..1(111 Fft. 
GO TO 150 
I~D CLwE'''IIc:-o~)-Cl.IEl.I''''l''-''1:FL'NIB) 
D.. (II) -I ~ -1.1 OC).'CL 
F\.1"1-'1HnIl11l'l. 
I3..IHl o l!;lJ-l.tO:IW+fJ1 UDL 
5lF>I-O.EO 
'" 10:."".1(0) ~It,.y) 
1IU-D:tJ<>t1 'HIB!-~I (NJBI-E_I IN! "'_1 llUIIIl-H.oPHIIHI,\!-SlF'H-\.lEl. 
IL 1 H)-fIIUIILD I N J _ 'ETllO 
OJ 1 1'1 1.1 RE!I-" WI HI B 1-0.. .... 1 IIJB I ) ItL 
1~ CDlTllU 
C -t<>Oi SU£oSTlTUTE Fa! ~ XI-
DC! 16D 11-,,1(0 
c: 
Jaooo;(H(+I 
DO 160 I·hr~ 
IJ-ID-l 
DC! 160 Joolo.lil 
Jl,oo.1O-J 
H-IJ-CJJ-l1tIO+tICJ-lllNlJ 
IF CTINI.m.o •• CJI.SINI.LT .0,] QJ TO 160 
GLXlooO.ED 
IF UCJ.NE.O:OI IlLXI-GL..IlIIUIINOfII.1> 
:JICHI-'ICN1-£1.INlnl.1fo.rO.-FL INloOftN'1 )-IlU:l 
C --tOI'I"IoIIE NAIlHITlIIIE'. OF DWGE "I TIt Cl..IZSIF:E CR 11l;ItI_ 
TCHI_UiIlXIINII 
IF' I TCHI.L.t. Btll) 00 TO 1::l1 
tiC • TOr. 
UN· rl 
.1M • ..IJ 
~ -10 
IlIi!! • XIIN) 
1S5 PNUNI_UNI-xtlHl 
16(1 DlHTllU 
PIIIIIT :r.IloilN • .u!.IQ(H. BICI!I 
rt (BIO.QT • ERR) T£9T.I. 
n'9r.U I TH I.BIO 
If (TE3T. m. D.I R£IU'<I't 
G:l106O 
C 1:'D cia·::OO·,Q;;~i:KO"·"""·"·"·"""""""""··"·"·"·"·"" 
c 
"oKCI-IIICH 
oa :!OO 11-1, 1-:! 
I-IO-Tl 
DCI ~ JII:!~.Jl 
_'·'.J-IUIO 







C -9HP CtH'1I!"T1~ IF >moE CUTSlllE OOIIIFER-




r .. n:~tl),j[JfJ...."(C'.J) 
B-TCIHIBI/VEL TIl> 
IIooTCINlttoEI. YI II 
!iUooO.EO 
toO.ED 
I~II\.EtI." lID '0 17' 
l-n((l .... B! 
lFe IEOH.EOaIDIU 11))- :.~:{IIt~ 
171 IFIII.EO.KO' r;o TD l~ 
SUoll{l", 
IF! IEQH .EO.IOI<I 11' I WOo'jIJ.-ru.=!,,' 
1 ~ R)CIo9tNI!l>EL T 
0;:-0. 
IIlR 0 O. 










































.lH. 17 3<:. 17 
lU. 17 
JH. 17 3<,. I~ 
3-16. 17 
J":'. 17 






















=. U 373. 17 ]74. 17 




lao. I' ~1. 17 
3Ir.. 17 
JBJ. 17 






JI'<l. 17 In. \7 
l'r~. \7 In. 17 
l"i ~ 




















C --I:DIPIJJt' on ICIT .>NIl IIV'LICIT PARTS tIF ET ""'TE:-




IF 1 .... IINI.aT .oEfDI_U CJJ TO 177 
ETCIIJooQ['T ITTO 1ST 
£l'OOo€1'onl£TllIST-attfIJ I _I I 
I:;IJ TtL \73 
177 ETCII)ooIJE'i 
173 II'Hllno.u: .(11 GO TO I" 
~ • ln~U[l'U"ll 
InNtl.(1l.01 GO 10 17:1 
IFI .... flN).aT.RBUIlII.NfD.I'HU"I.U.~UI\l .. GO TO I~' 
tFI .... UNI.OT .iI>IllIlIll 00 TO 176 
l1li - OIl • RCllllIlnRHINJ)I--IUIIHDIl 
tID TO \:-:5 
176 IJl<R'oRCIHOI 
_tJ:CII<Il'_INOI 
CXJ TO 17:1 
I". lJXIt • .RC UfD) 
_ofICllflIl ..... IIflI' 
1:0:1 I' tl5F!IIIoLE.DI c;o TO 1l1li1 
t![Ioo IFIXIiOUIl I 
II'IND.to.OI 00 TO 100 
1Ft El.D I 1flI' .00.I'HIINII DO TO 1l1li1 
1DI. ~IMOI 
OIl _ OIl • n.l)' MOUO.tll HII) 
--!lIP RE'JERSE: .>LGCIR IlH'I-
--!'CIRIoL'rIUI SlJr.;T1T1.1T'E. COPJT IHO lllTERl'ElllATE 'IEtT(JI '.<'-
190 t •• , '0 of" .M -SU -Z -RNa -II:( ".1:01 -£lOB 
II' ,JI.N[."I! GIll 10 101 
11' In< I 11'1 I • La: • 10TTU1 I _II GO TO to! 
1Ft"., IIIU11I.GE. 001111'11_11 _~!I'l"1I'I"1VI1 
In".I'Nl<AI.IiE.lOnll'lll .... I' 00 TO 1:'1' 
E·r .. SU 
~ 
GO TO 101 
1711 [oC'511 
181 V tr. • liE • 1'01 00 TO IIIl 
II' IPH[I~~'.OC • !IOTlDH I_I I 00 TO I~J 
II'IPHIIHI.IlE. BOTUWlI_11 _':'8')110:.1'_' 
IFIPHIIN'. \lE. iIDTTQ1l_11 00 TO lVol 
E-E·Z 
1&'1 Z-o 
I BJ. aLHTlIOJE 
iLolL'l , ...... IEL'NI ... , oG.IN'AI I I 
C.-IVII. o<UII'VN.JIU oG. 1",111 I I , 
C-iL .a.IHI ... I 
o-cunlNJIII 
I.U<L 1(;1, I IUD, 
U-1IO,1.Cl.IHI"" 
" IIt.Ell.KOl 00 TO 1'1'0 
/111.-',1.111 I •• ""10. , ..... ,.0000I~11 I 
""",,-oa I"'" I 
TI-.tI'\,l ..... 1 
~o£ .... lt'""._11J·UI-M.1Q,IItJIAI-BLII'LIIII ... I-a.'OEl.lNAI 
O'INI.'I' ..... IO:: ... , l/ll. 
Fl. I,." • , ..... Ul .. \JlI /Il. 
(;I,INI·'~""'IWO\III/tII, 
ZPHI-o.[O 
II' IIt.HE.I' ZPHI.I_IINQilI 
RES--Inl'lll IHI 11·I:IW'tOI(HJDI-£1Ht1 III) -1'..,..1 I N-'" ,-+<"""II INI"'I--su:-!'I1UN 
\"" I-ZPH I......a.L I NI-.'ItGOILIlUlI-alO£TtlIl 
IIIH1.'R£! ........ rIIlllCAl-IlUYIN~ ... I-O'W(HJII' I/Il. 
c;o TO :!DO 





IF IK./£.Il ZFHI'~_I1~~) 
R(So-1t>f'H1 (HIPI'OOI'IIIINJIII~"'" ,,,I-I" InII INJ,>I_I '1'11"'1 -~I-<€L 
lL IH 1-fMJ.IO-D' 1l1-fIR. ETD ~ 
IIltn'lRES-R:'·}INI .... -a.-v'1UB1 If'" 
~ IlIHT IIolE 
- foACK SUEoST ITVTE FDR VEcrCJI U-
DO 110 -,::-, .l'C.o 
DO :!IO I-:'.u 
DO ~IO Jo".J:: 
~JO-J 
....t. C .Jl-l )aIO+(,K-t l ,.II.J 
I' \TIIII.Ell.O •• 111'.""' .LI.D •• GO TO ~I'l 
GUll-D. EO 
\1' I" .IIE.II t;l..U-o..· WUU I .... WIJI 
UINI ..... IHI-a.."'n:1I ... ICI-Fl.IH' 'XI U+-. 1-uLJlI 
C ----ctlWAAE I\jO()H I rubE: 01' CWGE 11111' c.!ISl.oRE: CRI TER 1_ 
TDtt<oA!OS,U<LLI) 
IF ITC>J(.\.£.BIOI GO TO = 
~IO - Tott 
liN • I 
~ • .u 
""" . ~ IIGS • ~I ' .. ) 
~ "'lrcH.~lnn.xHN) 
~ 10 aIIOTlIIUf: 
MtlHT :-':Il.I1thJ".'·hJllilllJirIIGS 
~l rOf:J\Af c l'::.JIlO.G:!O.:tJ 
If tl104QI.IEFi1:::) TEST- t t 
TtSTJIIToI I '110 
IF InST .[!I.O. I REl1.»I 
GO TO 1.0 
l'OOCEHElI ~In£" M."I>D! CII' ITERATIONS'" '. JV! '1') I 
























































































































































































OWI.OCTER ... 1 CIIC. IEllII.1 F:W#>. 1"'-f.1 ~. 1_ 
0I0AAI:'r0I UIDRAU.II€aD, IFLO.IIJICI. ItlQ. IIMTER.IIQ:.II'UI.IF"J:!.1 TX 
~ ~·lNT"EOA:;.f 1..IJ,.,JO,kOI"II .. .J1 ,iJ(t ~ 1 ,.J,.K,~ .. K'I'M, 1~ .. l..DQTJt.ll'PtH 
I LIO..IU'IT.IFltw...IT .1\1' ,11€.W.ICIUoU. IF1.0, IEl'IA.I~ • .J:I.IC'.~. lTl'frl.He 
2If1l" ItJfiL.I~' l""'IER.I~' IP"'IID"..r:IIIa:iI, IK,.I(,tc3"IF"Ul f lnn.lTX. INO 
l .. IErIf. I ~~,.I.ItL T. IttM ... II'W"P 
CtfItJol fl.FNIJIV TMlI. ca. T. DEI.. T.I1tR. T£S1. SI,II. 5I.tt'. mi. Q[I'. ETDIST 
CI:III'OI ~rf IDt'lI161.1.f;\ ... UI ') .~('I 
PI_llJoI ~ItlO .. lChM" :m!Tno.,JO./(olo I;llIUO • .lO.KOlo TIIO • .,o)./(O 
1), S'1I0IJO.ICOh TRUO~.JO.ICO' I TeCI~I..JO.kOh TKnC,..J'(1tK51. 'LC..lUQI 
2JIII.KO). !JIil>I{.!O). OEI.YC 101. DEUCKC1. 'IIC"I'CKO.JIr I'VIHtlP • .PJ. lOT 
::J'1"GI'Iil'P • ."'.~-c:.:all'..Jl,,...;.al 
IIC\IIH 
~. ~isai~iTT';OR' u.m.' .mirficoic ·l.ii-j· ii€M ... , •.••• , 
n 19 U'CIH1/£I1-
~'IT'I .... 
E;HIln' 't1Wf9 i 113) 
.. ' , ..... ~ 
u.) 10 'I..::, II. 
PO 10 .Joo: .... l 
IF tF'Oll'lI L. .. II.EO.O.' III TO 10 
n 1 •• h/(Ol-HJl!lII • .Ill1rHln oJ • KOI-9OtTlJt.U ,,)1 I 
lI" {T(I .J.KOI.GT. 0.1 (;Q 'I1l 10 
IF CUEU.CI.J.KOI.LT .0.) 'filn;; C ',6CI~ f. J.KO 
l' tlO..l.lhJ.r.O).GE.o,) uun 1"'01 J.J.MO) 
p·V~'U:IIJ.\-o,. 
T f r ... .J.t:=o~-o. 
n« 1.,.1-1 ,KOt~. 
'IlUIo.I>MI-O. 
TCi1 ...... m-o. 
let t-I. J,ICO'-o. 
IF nIO.IIE.!> TKC1."'.III1~. 
P1f1 (' I.Jt~OJ ... l tE30 
10 alHTlhIJE 




00 10 :!'l 
--o:tFtITE; f CO£FF II: I lOIn 6--
" ........... n ...... 1 .. • .. ",u 
EI'ITAr 10l' 




~ 00 40 IC·NI.~ 
00 .0 1~1o U 
00 '0 .Jwlo ... l 
IF ITU ..... K) .ED.O.) I;lI) TO ~Q 
IF tTtI • .Jo..,1I1.ro.O.) nil TO l<) 
TR(I .. J,K ).,,= t.' ~ J .t.,.lll!:)lITt 1.t.JliIC) )/nCI • .J~I<).DEL,,(~.J"1 J .r( II ~llj1{7-. 
Igp,xC.)1 )"/lCTCII.1 J 
30 IF CT'lH .... ,KI.EO.o.l ao TO 40 
TC~ 1 t.JIII'X},,' 2~.fn.1. ,J~I).l n, J,K) ).IC1 llIrJ~")atIEL. n I" ).YC I ~l ,.Jtlt)S 
IDP. ytrIJ""..crIIl.~) 
.0 CONTlte.oE 
IF flCO.EO, I, 1II.1nt' .£Q.IOfCe1011 R£T\.IIIH 
110 :;0 1(w/l4 .... ' 
00 ~ t·~.u 
PO :.0 J.~, Jt 
tF 11I1.J,II.II.(O.0./ III 'I1l ~ 
".TI I • .I.~n:FIICTIK.J) 
r.:·Tt I.J,II" )"ACTIK.I.31 
TK( I r.J ,1(1-"2 ~.r'2'lTll./(11.DEJ....::If("11+mDlEL.l'CIc)) 
::0 COttn_ 
I!ETUItI 
60 FiQR:I'IIIIIIT C'-' III~( ~ •• }.,.te..1.. r ,-::lJ .. J IN lAYER' .131· QE'!:i [f;;'y" r:.'O( ..r.~ n 
70 FGl:MAl ('-" .. 20( ~.·hf~' f213,~ IN 1.A'rUI:~ ,IJ," ~ MY" JlJOi ·:I~ll 
~'IInJT l' I[ Q€I::Jt 1 '1'Hl ... 5TJtl ,Cl..D, 1 ~ S t n ~ lC , 11C. .. ~ ... tIEL.:l .. bEl.. T , tu..: t r ~ 
ItT .$UI.FI.~.1lI:E.1D,FLII. EI.\I. 11fI,~.R!;.~.I5FRII. (RI". !IOnlM.lli'>"D. 
:!IICI'I 
SJ"Er;IFICAHlw.Il 
nsot. ~~ ID.lDIIt..FLO 
OW!AC1£R ,"IQt(. I£IIH.IC'_. 1",-1. :_.1_ 
04AIUC1'ER .... I'MAU. IHE~C'J IF1..Ot lW!ilf I~.t J..-TE::fil:. :CltEf !"-J~. IF'I..r.:!. n..: 
..", 
:-0 i: 11.0 
'I011:r-A 
_n06~ 
'CQ"ICIol 11H1Eta1 lQ,SlI".Ot 11.. J1 ~"1 .. 1~JIK,Hf'O.:I"K'T"M, l1")\A.l"t~~lU"t~!. J""') 
lL1E'l..~fI\I1T.IFlM.'l..ll' .KT,.I~'D'I' 1~.JWJ .. 1FtQ. 1D!ft.12 ... J2rC,.IM.U:, lT11.."tt jUC:CW)II)1 I ll'O 
:5t~ Incl. I [.11:;2", l"IArERIt Iat£, IPII .. IQ • ..JJI iIIICI, fK, ..... 11(51 IPlll ,.1~.In:;~ 1m 
J. I £OtI. IEVAP. 1"'-T, I DH'f'.1 MF1' 
~ ~~§'tItItNV Tl'IAX. en. T, Ml T, EJtR I lEST r SI.J1, SI.J'IfI' 1"'" ~,ETD J 51 
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Pr~ram In~t Data Documentation 
DATA DECK INSTRUCTIONS 
Group I: Title. Sim~lation OptioDa and Problem Dimensions 
This group of cB-rds. which are -read by the main program. contains data re-
q~ired to dimension the model. To specify an option on card 4 punch the characters 
under! ined in the definit ion.. Fo"[' an opt ion nat usee!, that sect ion of card 4 can 





































Any title the user wishes to print 
on one line at the start of output. 
Number of roW's 
Number of columns 
N~ber of layers 
Maximum number of iterations per 
time step 
Number of constant head nodes 
Number of spring nodes 
Number of river nodes 
DRAW to print draVitlown 
HEAD to print hydraulic head 
MASS to compute a mass balance 
DKI to read initial head, elapsed 
time, and mass balance parameters 
fram unit 4 on disk 
CARD COLUMNS FORMAT 

























DK2 to write computed head. elapsed 
time, and mass balance parameters 
on unit 4 (disk) 
WATE if the upper hydrologic unit 
is unconfined 
RECR for a constant recharge that 
may be a function of space 
PUNl to read initial head. elapsed 
time. and mass balance parameters 
from. cards 
PUN2 to punch computed head. 
elapsed time. and mass balance 
parameters on cards 
ITKR to read the value of TK(I.J.K) 
for simulation in which confining 
layers are not represented by 
layers of nodes. TK(I.J,K): Kzz/b 
EQNJ if equation 3 (page 3, USGS 
Open File Report 75-438) 1S being 
solved; otherwise it is assumed 
that equation 4 is being solved (to 
represent a hydraulic unit by one 
layer of nodes). 
EVAP to permit discharge by evapo-
transpiration. 
ALT to have alte~ndtive method for 
well pumping rates (modi fied for 
Cache Valley Model). besides the 
initial method. 
DNPP to compute drawdown between 
each pumping period. 
MAPP to compute mass balance Eor 
each pumping period. 
Group 11: Scalar Parameters 
The parameters required in every problem are underlined. 
are required as noted; when not required, their location on 
blank. The G fo rma t is used to read E, F and I format data. 
al ways r igh t- just ifyi ng data in the fie Id • If F fa rma t data 
ficant figures to the right of the decimal point, the decimal 
The other parameters 
the card can be left 
Minimize mistakes by 
do not contain signi-











~ber of pumping periods for the 
simulation 
Number of time steps between print-
outs 
Note: To print only the results for the final time step in a pump1ng 
period, make KTH greater than the expected number of tUne steps. 













GIO.O ERR Error criteria for closure (L) 
the head change at all nodes on subsequent iterations is lesS 
this value (for example, O.Ol foot). the program has converged 








911 LEVELL (I) 
77 
Number of iteration parameters 
Maximum evapotranspiration rate 
(LIT) 
Depth at Wbich evapotranspiration 
ceases below land surface (L) 
Factor to convert model lenth unit 
to unit used in X direction on maps 
(e.g. to ~onvert from feet to 
miles, XSCALE : 5280) 
For no maps, card 2 is blank 
Factor to convert model lengch ~nit 
to unit used in Y direccion on maps. 
Number of map units per inch 
Factor to adjust value af drawdown 
printed* 
Layers for which drawdown maps are 
to be printed. List the layers 
starting in column 41; the first 
zero entry terminates the printing 











































Factor to adjust value of head 
printed* 
Layers for which head maps are to 
be printed. List layers starting 
in column 61; the first zero entry 
te~inates the printing of head 
m.aps. 
Name of map length unit 
Parameters in which elapsed ti~e 
and cumulative volumes for mass 
balance are stored. For the start 
of a simulation insert three blank 
cards. !2E continuation of a pre-
vious run using cards as input. re-
place the three blank cards with 
the first three cards of punched 
output from the previous run. Using 
data from disk for input, leave the 








Group III: Array Data 
Each of the following data sets (except data set 1) COQsists of a parameter 
card and, if the data set contains variable data, a set of data cards. If the data 
set requires data for each layer, a parameter card and data cards (for layers with 




























If IVAR 2 0, FAC is the value 
assigned to every element of 
the matrix for this layer. 
If IVAR = 1, FAC is the multi-
plicat ion factor for the follow-
ing set of data cards for this 
layer. 
~ a if no data cards are to be 
read for this layer. 
3 1 if data cards for this layer 
follow. 
"" 0 if input data for this layer 
are to be printed. 
"" 1 if input data for the layer 
are not to be printed . 
Multiplication factor for trans-
missivity in x direction 
Multiplication factor for trans-
missivity in y direction 
Multiplication factor for hy-
draulic conductivity in the z 
direction. (Not used when con-
fining bed nodes are eliminaced 















~ 0 if the matrix is being 
read from cards or if ea~h 
element is being set equal to 
FAC. 
~ 1 if the matrix is to be 
read from disk (unit 2). 
- a if the matrix is not to be 
stored on disk. 
- 1 if the matrix being read 
from cards or set equal to FAC 
1S to be stored on disk (unit 
2T for later retrieval. 
When data cards are included, start each rowan a new card. To prepare a set 
of data cards for an array that is a function of space, the general procedure is to 
overlay the finite-difference grid on a contoured map of the parameter and record 
the average value of the parameter for each finite-difference blo~k on coding forms 
according to the appropriate format. In general, record only signific ant digits 
and no decimal points (except for data set 2); use the multipl ication factor to 
convert the data to the ir appropriate values. For exampl e, if OELX ranges from 
1000 to 15000 feet, coded values should range from 1-15; the multiplication factor 
(FAC) ~uld be 1000. 
DATA SET COLUMNS FORMAT VARIABLE DEFINITION 
1 1-80 8F 10.4 PHI(I,J,K) Head values for continuation of 
a previous run (L) 
Note: For a new simulation this data set 1S omitted. Do not include a parameter 
card with this data set. 
2 1-80 8F 10.4 
3 1-80 20r 4.0 
STRT(I, J, K) 
S (I,J,K) 
Starting head matrix (L) 
Storage coefficient (dimension-
less) 
Note: This matrix is also used to locate constant head boundaries by coding a 
negative number at constant head nodes. At these nodes T must be greater than 
zero. If equation 3 is to be solved, read specific storage instead of storage 
coefficient. 
4 1-80 lOG 8.0 T(I,J,K) Transmissivity (L2/ t ) 
Note 1) Zero values are required around the perimeter of the T matrix for each 
layer for reasons inherent in the computational scheme. This is done 
automat ic ally by the prog ram . 
2) See the previous page Ear the addi t ional requirements on the parameter 
cards for this data set. 
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3) If the upper active layer is unconfined and PERM and BOTTOM are to be read 
for this layer. insert a parameter card for this layer wi th only the 
values for FACT on it. If equation 3 is to be solved read h~raulic 
conductivity instead of transmissivity. 
DATA SET COLUMNS FORHAT VARIABLE DEFINITION 
5 1-80 20F 4.0 TKCI.J,K) 
No t e : This data set is read onl y if spec ifi ed in the opt ions. The number of 
layers of TK values '" K I - 1. See the discussion of t he treatment 0 f confining 
layers. 
6 I-BO 20F 4.0 PERM{ I, J) 
1-80 lOF 4.0 BOTTOH(I,J) 
Note: Data sets 6 and 7 are requi red only fo r 
the upper hydrologic unit. 
8 1-80 20F 4.0 QRE{I,J.K) 
Note: Omit if not used 
9 1-80 SF 10.4 GRND(I,J) 
10 1-80 BG 10.0 DELX(J) 
11 1-80 BG 10.0 DELY(I) 
12 1-80 BG 10.0 DELZ(K) 
81 
Hyd raulic conduc tivity (L/T) 
(see note 1 for data set 4) 
Elevation of bottom of water-
table unit (L) 
simulating unconfined conditions 1.n 
Recharge rate (L/2) 
Ground surfac e elevation 
Grid spae ing in'x direction (L) 
Grid spacing in y direction (L) 
Grid spacing in z d i rec t ion (L) 
Group IV: Spring Node Data Deck 
This data deck contains arrays indicating the nodes which have springs and 
specifying the leakage factor and elevation of spring in each node. 
ARRAY COLUMNS 








Indicator array for cells containing 
a spring node, 1 for spring, a for 
no spring. 
Leakage factor for each spring node 
Elevation for each spring node 







The multiplication factor for the 
following set of data cards 
Group V: River Node Data Deck 
This data deck contains arrays indicating the nodes which have rl.vers and 
specifying the leakage factor and elevation of streambed and elevation of the 












Indicator array for cells containing 
a river node. 1 for river. 0 for no 
river 
River water level for each river 
node 
Bottom elevation of the streambed 
layer for each river node 
Leakage factor for each river node 
The RB. RB. RC arrays each preceded by a multiplication factor card. 
VARIABLE COLUMNS FORMAT 
FAC 1-10 G 10.0 
1-10 F 10.5 
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DEFINITION 
The multiplication factor for the 
following set of data cards 
Maxi~um iteration parameter, of the 
sequence of parameters computed by 
the equations in the problem are all 
close to 1.0 and if this results in 
slow convergence" or even divergence, 
bypass the computations in the model 
and insert HMAX"'O.99863 may give a 
satisfactory rate of convergence. 
Group VI: Parameters that Change with the Pumping Period 
The program has two options for the simulation period: 
CARD 
1 
1. To simulate a given number of time steps, set THAX to a value larger than 
the expected simulation period. The program will use NUMT, COLT, and DELT 
as coded. If NUMT is greater than 50 change the dimension of rTTO in 
subroutine STEP to the appropriate size. 
2. To simulate a given pumping period. set HUMT larger than the number re-
qui red for the simul ation period (for example. 50). The program will 
compute the exact DELT (which will be < DELT coded) •. nd NUMT to arrive 
exactly at !MAX on the last time step. 
COLUMNS FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 GIO.O KP 
11-20 GIO.O KPH! 
Note: KPHl is current ly no t used. 
21-30 GIO.O NWEL 
31-40 GIO.O THAX 
41-50 GIO.O NUMT 
51-60 GlO.O COLT 
Note: 1.5 is commonly used. 
61-70 GlD.a DELT 
DEFtNITlO?1 
-
Number of the pumping period 
Number of the previous pumping 
period 
Number of wells for this pump1ng 
period 
Number of days in this pumping 
period 
Number of time steps 
Multiplying factor for DELT 
Initial time step 10 hours 
The fo 11 owi ng data set depend s on the va dab Ie tALT. DATA SET A is the case 0 f 
original program. DATA SET B is the case of program modified for Cache Valley 
Hodel. 
If NWEL : 0 the following set of cards is omitted. 




















Layer in which well is located 
Row location of well 
Column location of well 
Pumping rate (L3ft), negative for 
s. pumping well. 
DATA SET B 
CARD COLUMNS FORMAT 

















DATA SET COLUMNS FORMAT 



















Average discharge for "small." wells 
Number of IIbig" wells 
Disc harge mul t i plicat ion fac tor fo r 
big well for each pumping period 
TUne length factor of pumping for 
big well 
Number of recharge constant flux 
node 
Multiplication factor for constant 
flux 
DEFINITION 
Layer in which well located 
Row location of ~ll 
Column location of well 
Pumping rate (L3/ t ). negative for 
"big" well, negative value 
Layer in which well located 
Row location of well 
Column location of well 
Rechar&e constant flux rate (L3/ t ), 
positive value 
DEFINITION 
Total number of "satall" wells J 
within the cell, for each node 
For each additional pumping period, anothe r set of group VI cards is required 
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